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+ Service = Magnavox.
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your broadband network. We
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With the unequalled 93% velocity of propagation, you may also use one size smaller
than you would with foamed cables. That
also means more cable per duct, and easier
handling. In aerial installations, the effects
of wind and ice-loading are dramatically
reduced.
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with Trilogy.
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THE STEREO ENCODER
SO ADVANCED, IT SOUNDS
GOOD EVEN IN PRIM:
0 1°.

•Frequency response
goes to 15 KHz:
1-/ —0.5 dB, 50Hz
to 14 KHz: —3dB at
15 KHz.
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•Encodes discrete left
and right channel
baseband inputs
into BTSC format.
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Compact
single-rack unit
saves space.

Built-in calibration test tone.

Optional internal
4.5 MHz modulator.
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Front-panel access
to all audio input
level controls.

Front-panel LED
bar graphs for left,
right and SAP input
levels.

Optional dual
subcartier demodor and SAP
ratan
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You couldn't pick abetter time to
offer stereo TV. Because there's
never been abetter BTSC stereo
encoder than the Scientific-Atlanta
6380. And the more you hear
about it, the better it sounds.
Everything about the 6380
was designed to make your life
easier. For example, abuilt-in calibration test tone allows you to
adjust for maximum stereo separation without alot of expensive
test equipment.
All major controls and indicators are located on the front

elk

panel for easy monitoring. And
every unit is factory tuned and
tested to ensure precise, consistent performance.
But don't let all these features
fool you. The 6380 only sounds
expensive. It's actually an economical way of enhancing your service
without adding channels. And ir.
the bar9ain, you get the same
Scientific-Atlanta quality that goes
into the rest of our full line of
headend equipment.
If you think our 6380 stereo
encoder sounds good in this ad,
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LED indicators
for SAP carrier,
override, video
lock and overmodulation
status.

•Typical stereo
separation is better
than 34dB from
50 mlz to 14 KHz,
and always better
than 26 dB over the
complete operatinc temperature
rar ge.

you haven't heard anything yet.
Call us for more information at
1-800-722-2009 or write to
Scientific-Atlanta, PO. Box 105027,
Dept. AR, Atlanta, GA 30348.

Scientific
Atlanta

Sally Kinsman

New direction
sets Kinsman
on right track
Going home.
After 17 years in Denver, Sally
Kinsman is going home to Seattle.
The 42-year-old owner of Kinsman
Design Associates Inc. isn't giving up
her business, she's taking it with her.
It will mean a new staff and some
problems, but she isn't too worried
about that. She's already started one
successful business, now it's just a
matter of relocating.
This is an idea that's been slowly
developing over the past few years. She
has waited long enough for most of her
staff to move on, on their own, although
some are considering going with her.
"I want to go home," Kinsman said,
but she realizes it isn't something she
can do in a weekend. "It's like an
ocean ship, you can't just turn it around
overnight."
She may not be moving at top speed,
but she is up to a reasonable cruising
speed. "There's a whole little network
that is falling together," on this, she
said, which is definitely convincing her
that it's the right thing to do.
She decided recently to put her

house, where she's worked for the past
year, on the market the first of next
year. "There are a lot of design
companies in Denver. Home (Seattle)
will be new territory," she said.
Kinsman has accomplished a lot
since she came to Denver 17 years ago
with her former husband. In 1972 she
starting working for American Television and Communications in the
design/drafting department and in 1976
was promoted to manager of that
department. A year later she got her
business degree. Upon graduation she
was offered a 1,500 mile design job for
United Cable.
When she first started doing design
work on ha own, most cable companies
were still in the process of laying new
cable, but that's not the case anymore.
"Upgrades have really become the
thing now," she said. Her company
recently finished a 1,200 mile upgrade
for Jones Intercable, aproject that took
about ayear to complete.
"Upgrades take longer," than new
builds. "You have to create from
what's (already) there. A good designer
should be able to do two miles an hour,"
she said.
Running a business and staff is
never easy, especially when you've had
little training for such an undertaking.
When Sally Kinsman started Kinsman
Design, she had to do everything
herself by trial and error.
"I had to do everything. I didn't
have the money to hire people to do the
programming and the bookkeeping,"
she said. But she'd done a little computer programming while at ATC so it
wasn't impossible to learn.
And, while she didn't have the help
of astaff, she had the support and help
of other engineers in the business.
"I was lucky," she said. "People
kept giving me work," almost to the
point where there was too much work
and not enough people or time to
complete everything. But she did, completing more than 15,000 miles of
system design since she started.
"I've just always done things I've
never done before," she said. In 1966
she started working for Boeing in
Seattle as an engineer's aid. "But I
never dreamed I'd get into engineering
myself." After coming to Denver, she
answered an ad in one of the papers for
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adraftsman, designer for ATC.
"I didn't even know anything about
cable... If only I'd bought stock back
then," she mused.
For the past few years she's been
trying to give something back to the
industry. She's very involved with the
SCTE. In 1983, she was elected to the
national board. And last year, she was
on the restructuring board.
She works both with the SCTE and
Women in Cable, "sharing what I've
learned over the years."
In 1985, she was named SCTE's
member of the year. "It's one of the
biggest honors I've ever gotten," she
said. That saine year, she received
WIC's Accolade Award for Woman
Entrepreneurs in the technical category.
"The whole reason I've worked so
hard for the SCTE," she said, "is that
it's my way of thanking all the engineers who helped me. We've all had to
teach ourselves," the business. When
she started there weren't many effective groups for helping the new kid on
the block.
Kinsman said the past years haven't
always been easy and she's had some
physical problems, she says as aresult
of the stress she was under.
"I grew up in an era where there
were no women's sports, no competition," she said. "I've been learning all
the things things Inever did (before).
It's been an incredible experience and
I'm glad I've done it."
But now it's time to concentrate on
what makes her happy, including a
little more time off to relax.
"If Ihad some time off Iwould write
abook about what to do and what not
to do to start your own business," she
said. "It made me really sick over the
last three years." She's gotten better
and has anew outlook on life and work.
"I started looking at what would
make me happy," she continued. "I
have a feeling that's going to have
something to do with the water and the
beach."
She said she will miss the skiing in
Colorado, but there's no reason she
can't come back now that she's going
to slow down and do what's best for
her. But don't expect Kinsman to get
out of the business. Like any true
entrepreneur, she's here to stay.
—Linda J. Johnson

40AIMITMENT
There's more to this race than just reaching
the finish line first. In the cable industry, even
being acontender takes hard work and commitment— in the best and worst of times.
Pioneer Communications knows first-hand
about industry commitment. For the last 10 years,
we've stood behind our products. Always ready
to make the kind of research and development
investment required by aleader.
The risks were plenty. But it all paid off.
We were the first to successfully implement a
two-way addressable system. And we introduced quality and reliability to the industry by
incorporating PLL tuning, SAW filters, SAW
resonators and capristors into our converters.
All this setting the standard for today's standard
and addressable converters.
When you asked for consumer interface solutions, we were there again. A VCR timer and
aprogrammable SmartRemote are just two
examples of products you asked for, and we
supplied.
Why all this commitment? Because the Pioneer
name has been synonymous with innnovative,
quality electronics in the United States and
worldwide. And we're not about to sacrifice this
reputation.
So in the best of times, and the worst of times,
you can count on Pioneer Communications to
go the distance...for you and your su

PIONEER
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.
600 East Crescent Ave. •Upper Saddle River. NJ 07458 •(201) 327-6400
Outside New Jersey (800) 421-6450
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generated in aneighbor's TV set which
is not connected through aconverter.
TV receiver local oscillator frequencies, throughout the world, are universally above the visual (or vision) carrier (fv) by an amount equal to the
visual intermediate frequency (IF). See
Table 1.
An assignment plan that only uti-

the spectrum needed for satelliterelayed programs, and the anticipated
spectrum needed for enhanced TV and
interactive services. Thus, isolation is
a more immediate issue here than in
Europe, where they can still afford
alternating channel assignments.
Overall isolation between receivers
connected to the same multi-tap is the

FIGURE 1

Cil Protection Ratio

Local
oscillator
isolation
The International Electrotechnical
Commission is the primary agency
recommending technical standards for
cable TV abroad. IEC Publication 7281 (second edition, 1986) specifies that
the isolation between any two subscribers shall be at least 46 dB; or 22 dB if
frequency assignments have been
planned to avoid interference from
local oscillators. The FCC specification
for the U.S. (now aguideline) is 18 dB,
without conditions.
Most converters effectively block the
local oscillator signal generated in the
TV receiver to which it is connected,
and converter local oscillator frequencies are too high to cause interference.
Any TV set that is not connected to

Source: IEC 728-1
1
2
3
4
5
Frequency -MHz above lower channel boundary

lizes every other channel would automatically avoid any possibility of local
oscillator interference, since the L.O.
frequency would fall in the idle space
between each pair of non-adjacent
channels. Most European countries discourage or prohibit adjacent channel

TABLE 1

International IF
Channel Width
North America
6MHz
Europe
7MHz
U.K.
8MHz
Japan
6MHz

Visual IF
45.75 MHz
38.90 MHz
39.50 MHz
58.75 MHz

cable through a converter, including
so-called "cable ready" sets, could send
L.O. signals back through the service
drop and tap to other subscribers.
Obviously, a converter at one TV set
cannot block an interfering signal
By Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President, Engineering, MalarkeyTaylor Associates Inc.
8Communications Engineering and

fv
fv
fv
fv

+ 7x6
+ 5x7
+ 5x8
+ 9x6

L.O.
MHz + 3.75
MHz + 3.90
MHz — 0.50
MHz + 4.75

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

assignments in cable TV, unless all
subscriber TV sets are connected to
cable through a converter. They are
not, therefore, subject to the IEC 46
dB isolation standard, and there is
really no need to apply even the 22 dB
standard.
The situation is different in the U.S.
We cannot afford the luxury of alternating channel assignments in view of
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sum of the tap port-to-port isolation
and the losses in the two service drop
cables. Isolation between receivers connected to adjacent multitaps is the sum
of the tap-to-output isolation of one tap
and the forward attenuation (input-totap) of the adjacent tap, plus the losses
in the two service drop cables and the
intervening feeder cable.
The disturbing effect of the interference is afunction of its relative magnitude and frequency separation from the
desired visual carrier. Figure 1 indicates the protection ratios specified by
IEC for 525-line NTSC. This is practically the same as the BP-23 curve
published by the Canadian Department of Communications.
Required isolation is the ratio expressed in decibels by which the level of the
local oscillator signal (L.0.) measured
at the antenna port of the interfering
TV receiver must be attenuated in
order to meet a specified carrier-tointerference protection ratio (C/I) for a
specified carrier level (C) at the desired
TV set terminal.

Remember when 20, 12-even 5channels were your maximum potential?
Now...

Rebuilding?
Save Money
With JERROID

Expand the bandwidth of your system -and your revenue-producing
channel potential -simply by dropping in Jerrold STARLINE® SJ-330 modules.
This quick and easy upgrade to 330 MHz can help you maximize your revenues
and requires:
_
when
TV stations were tow in power
and antennas not very efficient? Milton
Jerrold Shapp, the founder ofJerrold
didn't realize he was helping to create a
new industry when he developed an
amplifier that Bob Tarlton needed for
his Lansford PA community antenna
system.
Cable was new but it grew rapidly
And Jerrold grew with i4 developing
improved amplifier channel equipment, and numerous innovations that
increased revenue potentials for operatom and established Jerrold as the leading supplier in the industry.

• No respacing of trunk amplifiers
• No major equipment costs
• No prolonged construction
Regardless of the make or vintage amplifiers now in your system, Jerrold
can show you how to rebuild economically. If you have STARLINE 20 equipment, you'll realize the biggest savings with Jerrold STARLINE SJ-330 drop-ins.
Other amplifiers can be replaced easily and economically by acomplete
STARLINE SJ-330 station. Detailed information on what you will need and
what savings you can achieve is contained in anew Jerrold STARLINE 20 SJ
Series brochure -yours for the asking.
And Jerrold has other possibilities for you too. For longer cascades and
greater channel capacity, there's Jerrold STARLINE X feedforward and power
doubling amplifiers. Whatever your specific needs, there's areliable, low-cost
Jerrold product to satisfy them.
Send for the Jerrold STARLINE 20 SJ Series brochure, today. Call or write
Jerrold Division, General Instrument Corporation, 22(X) Byberry Road,
Hatboro, PA 19040. (215) 674-4800.

JERROLD
You know we'll be there.
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MY TURN

In recent years,
local oscillator leakage signal levels
have become substantially lower
than in 1970-71.

on which L.O. interference cannot occur
or be caused, will be favorite channels.
There are not many TV sets connected
today without aconverter. Most "cableready" TV sets probably comply with
In recent years, local oscillator leakage
IS-23.
signal levels have become substanCalculating the actual probabilities
tially lower than in 1970-71. Interim
is an extremely complex task. A comStandard IS-23, developed recently by
prehensive study
ajoint NCTA/EIA
in 1980, by Fercommittee, recomnand Bouchard of
mends relatively
TABLE 2
the
Canadian
low
maximum
Required Isolation
DOC, indicated
L.O. levels, with
Frequency
450-650 MHz
300-450
50-300
0.023
percent
a warning that
51 dB
51
51
Protection Ratio (C/I)
chance of interferthey must be met
-15 dBmV
-20
-26
Max. L.O. per IS-23
ence, or about one
with significant
-9 to -11 dB
-7 to -9
-3 to -7
Cable loss -200 ft RG-6
in 4,000, assummargin by basic
Tap port-to-port isolation required
ing 30 dB tap-todesign, since there
27
to
25
dB
24
to
27
22
to
24
at 0dBmV minimum
tap
isolation. Howis no ready repair
22 to 20 dB
19 to 22
17 to 19
at +5dBmV recommended
ever, this study
or realignment to
7to 5dB
4to 7
2to 4
at +20 dBmV maximum
was based on a
correct units that
number of overly
exceed the limit.
conservative assumptions. Thus, taking
and L.O.s for channels 54 through 60
Most, but not all, multitaps availinto account the 1987 distribution of
are above 450 MHz.
able in the U.S. are rated at 25 dB or
6. L.O. interference cannot be caused TV receivers complying with IS-23
more tap port-to-port isolation. Total
"with significant margin," the tenby aTV set connected to cable through
isolation between TV sets connected to
dancy of most viewers to concentrate
aset-top converter.
adjacent taps can range from 30 dB to
on a few "favorite channels," and the
7. L.O. interference cannot be caused
95 dB or more. Of course, there may
widespread use of converters, the likestill be significant numbers of older by aTV set meeting the requirements
of IS-23 (with a significant margin) if lihood of local oscillator interference
TV sets in use in the U.S. that do not
with at least 20 dB tap-to-tap total
comply with the L.O. specifications of the tap-to-tap isolation exceeds 20 dB.
isolation must be low enough to be
There is a high probability that at
IS-23. The average L.O. level measured
considered negligible. •
least some of the channels listed above,
in some 30 receivers in 1970-71 was
about -8 dBmV, ranging from -45
dBmV to +25 dBmV. Obviously, 30
FIGURE 2
dB isolation could not avoid interferWorst
case
isolation
between
ence in most of these cases. In fact, 70
dB isolation would be required to
adjacent directional taps.
prevent interference in the worst cases.
8db Tap
r 4db
)
The probability of local oscillator
interference depends on the highly
4dB
.5d3
unlikely coincidence of the limited
circumstances in which such interference is even possible. Consider the
following for atypical 450 MHz system
4 dB
that does not carry channels A-2 or A-1:
23 dB
1. The probability of L.O. interferL
ence to any particular TV set depends
8dB
almost entirely on the L.O. generated
by a TV set connected to an adjacent
1.5 dB
port in the same tap.
2. Minimum ap port-to-port isolation is generally greater than specified.
3. L.O. interference between two
1.5 dB
receivers can only occur when both
happen to be turned on, and happen to
be tuned to channels whose visual
30.5 dB
carriers are separated by 42 MHz to
Subscriber
Subscriber
44 MHz.
Protection ratio =
C/I = C -(L.O. -Isolation) dB
Isolation = C/I + L.O. -C dB

4. L.O. interference cannot occur to
a TV receiver tuned to channels 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 16, 17, 18, 19, or 20.
5. L.O. interference to one TV set
cannot be caused by another that is
tuned to channels 2, 3, 54, 55, 56, 57,
58, 59, or 60, since the L.O.s for
channels 2and 3fall in the FM band;

•••
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$1,295?°

$695?°

Model 5115-AZ includes AZ/EL mount
and dual polarity feed.

Model 6529-2

The Harris 3-meter C-Band Delta Gain r'' Antenna
gives you more than an impressive 41 dB gain.
it's also rugged enough to withstand 120 MPH
winds. Plus, it's easy to install and available with
either an Az-El Mount or a Polar Mount with
optional motorization.

M

The Harris 6529-2 Frequency Agile Receiver is
the updated version of the popular 6529. It is a 4
GHz input receiver, so if you have an older system you can get the excellent picture quality of
the 6529-2 without the added cost of installing an
external down converter or new plumbing. Plus
you get one of the best warranties in the industry
- two years on parts, labor and workmanship.
As one of the world's largest stocking distributors of Harris equipment, Midwest has these, and
other Harris products, on hand and ready to ship
- instantly. Midwest provides complete systems
or individual components for either C or Ku-Band,
fixed or mobile, Up-link or TVRO.
For the best prices and fastest delivery in the
industry, contact Midwest at 800-543-1584.

VIDEO

MODR

1

MIMES'

Communications Corp.
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017
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800-543-1584
(In KY 606-331-8990)

Are you ready
for tomorrow's
technology?
Frequently, when I've been travelling about, speaking to private groups
in an advisory capacity, I am asked
how they can expect their employees,
who are trained at a certain level of
technical expertise, to keep up and
advance as technology generates new
and mysterious products.
By the same token, when talking to
engineering students at universities
and colleges, they seem to be painfully
aware of the fact that immediately
after graduation they will have learned
one set of skills and disciplines for a
technical world that will change before
their very eyes.
The students' fears, of course, are
more akin to the fears of people who
have jobs on the line when technology
changes. I remember, for instance,
concern when transistors began to
replace vacuum tubes (this should give
you arough idea of how old Iam). Those
who guessed that the introduction of
transistors would very quickly lead to
aworld that had no recognizable vacuum
tubes began to worry whether they
By Wendell H. Bailey, Vice President,
Science and Technology, NCTA

would have the necessary skills to
continue to be employable.
There were even some who began to
fear their chances for advancement
would go out the window as the next
generations of college students trained
in these new and marvelous devices
came out of a school and leapt ahead
of them on the ladder of success.
This whole subject and the discussion thereof is faintly reminiscent
of the issue of automation and whether
or not it costs jobs. But Ithink the
lessons in that situation apply equally
well to potential lessons in this situation.
While I have known people who
allowed themselves to be bypassed by
the introduction of digital electronics
and other technical improvements, I
know far more people who, when asked
at what point their training, understanding and knowledge, progressed
from older technologies to newer technologies, cannot give you aprecise time
or even time-frame. In fact, they seem
to have absorbed the knowledge without any conscious effort. Isuspect that
they absorb knowledge and gain the
appropriate understanding quite simply
because they were interested in performing their job.
The plain fact is that technology will
leave no one by the wayside who cares
about and works at their profession. In
any profession as the disciplines, rules,
technology and equipment changes,
you can either fear that change or
embrace it. The same is true of the
training that our installers and technicians receive in cable technology as
this industry moves forward into better
signal quality based on new products,
the introduction of fiber optics and that
mysterious process into day-to-day use
of distribution systems, digital circuitry and Ku-band technology.
Lessons were also learned about
tube-based processors, 230 MHz systems, various types of coaxial cable
designs by the engineers and technicians who are still with us today. They
learned about these things, applied
them and, when the next generations
of equipment came along they embraced those, learned about those and
applied the lessons learned in the
provision of service to their subscribers. Technology does not make anyone
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obsolete. Technology just is. Those who
wish to apply it will study it. Those
who wish to make a living at it will
master it. Those who don't have the
energy or the interest or the imagination to do those things will be left
behind by the changes caused by the
technology, not by the technology itself.
Sometime in the not too distant
future, perhaps in my lifetime, the
world will be populated for the most
part by people who do not understand
any of the mechanisms for most of their
daily lives. That is to say that only a
small percentage of the world population will understand the technology
that turns on their lights, powers their
kitchens, controls the fuel flow in their
car or that provides their entertainment, be it television or otherwise.
That does not make any of these
services or products less beneficial,
useful or enjoyable. It does mean,
however, that there will be a small
group of people with special knowledge.
Those people with special knowledge
will understand how things work in
their world and will be called on time
and time again for special jobs and
special functions in the society of the
future. These people will not always
be the smartest, the oldest or even the
best trained. For a guess at who they
will be, just consider what happens
when any family gets anew electronic
device like aVCR. The children in the
family are the first to master it simply
because they are not shackled by
previous training. They are not stymied by belief that the skills and
knowledge they acquired to do ajob are
the only skills and knowledge that can
be acquired.
New technologies are coming to
cable. New competitors are coming,
new ways of doing things are here now.
Some of the people in our technical core
will never grasp or understand how to
deal with these changes. Most, however, will, especially those who take
advantage of training offered by the
SCTE and other groups.
Those that master them will go on
to be the leaders in the technical
community in the future and in time
they will pass on their way of thinking
and their imagination as attributes
which will enhance the next generation
to come.

If inexperienced salespeople have ruffled your feathers, make awiser
choice. Contact MIDWEST CATV.
Why waste time with salespeople
who don't give ahoot about your
problems? Make awise choice and
call Midwest CATV. Our people know
the cable industry and provide
solutions to customers' problems
every day.
Are you having problems finding
the necessary inventory? Do you
need assistance in selecting the right
products? At Midwest CATV, we have
the supplies and the solutions.
We provide afull line of products,
including several brands of cable,
distribution gear, converters,
accessories and test equipment from
a number of suppliers.
Regional warehouses and a
computerized inventory system
enable us to speed your order to you

in the blink of an eye.
Don't waste time with abirdbrain.
When you need complete, full-line
inventory, call Midwest CATV. Your
nationwide distributor with supplies
and solutions.

Charlesion, WV (1 304 343-8874)
Sewell, NJ (1 609 582-7222)
Outside IJJ (1 800 521-6243)
Virginia Beach, VA (1 804 468-6444)
W ithin VA (1 800 421-2288)
Outside '
IA (1 800 643-2288)
Ocala, FL (1 904 854-6511)
W ithin FL (1 800 433-4720)
Outside FL (1 800 433-3765)
Clarksburg, WV (1 304 624-5459)
Outside WV (1 800 532-2288)
Lafayette, IN (1 317 448-1611)
W ithin IN (1 800 382-7526)
Outside IN (1 800 428-7596)

CATV
A division of Midwest Corporation

More than supplies. Solutions.
Reader Service Number 7

ther, or from one scene to another. This
can result in obvious loudness differences between an action oriented scene
on a freight train and a scene where
"sweet nothings" are being whispered.
In addition, the absolute level at which
an audio soundtrack was originally
recorded could also vary from program
to program. Any variation in absolute
recorded level, since uplink and headend audio deviations are not continually set for each new movie or program,
would show up as aloudness variation
at the output of the headend.
Some programs, on the other hand,
are compressed and/or limited when
they are originally produced and are
therefore actually recorded on the original soundtrack with a reduced dynamic range. This compression of the
signal reduces the instantaneous peak
(loud) levels of the signal while increasing the loudness of the quieter passages. This results in higher average
loudness levels as perceived by the
listener, without allowing the peaks of
Loudness is a very subjective phethe signal to overdeviate the audio
nomenon. It is a frequency-dependent,
carrier.
non-linear perception of the density or
In some cases, compression or limitstrength of sound as experienced by a
ing will occur somewhere else in the
listener, and it varies from individual
transmission path even if the program
to individual. But have you ever wonwas not originally recorded in a comdered why it's so difficult to set and
pressed form. Some uplinks do, in fact,
maintain consistent perceived audio
use compressors to ensure consistency
loudness levels from channel to chanin loudness levels as transmitted from
nel on your cable system? Come on,
their facility. This may account for the
admit it, just like me, you have probably blamed our friendly uplinks, or fact that certain specific programmers
always seem to have ahigher perceived
even our own headend technicians, for
loudness level than the others.
having audio deviations "all over the
So now we have alist of reasons why
map." In reality, while the uplinks and
headend techs might possibly share in the headend techs are not solely to
blame, but what can be done about it?
some of the blame, they are by no
As with most things, there are no
means the only cause of our woes.
easy answers. We could try to force all
What, then, are the causes of loudness
of the uplinks into submission and
differences in our systems and what
require that they compress all of their
can we do about it?
audio signals prior to transmission. In
Sedaccal points out that there are
fact, there have been many discussions
many different reasons why the loudthrough the years between CATV operness levels at the output of a headend
ators and programmers in an attempt
might vary. While it is true that audio
deviations for each channel may be set the get the programmers to do just that.
For various reasons, they have refused.
incorrectly, or at least differently, someAudio
purists are, of course, horrified
where in the system (either at the
by the thought. Terrestrial broadcasters
uplink, or at the headend), there are
however, have been doing it for years.
other factors to consider as well. ProIn fact, on the FM radio band,
gram content, for example, might simply
be different from one program to ano- broadcasters have been compressing
their signals substantially in order to
By Chris Bowick, Engineering Dept.
force their average loudness levels
Manager, Scientific-Atlanta
higher than their competitors'. They

Headend audio
loudness control
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simply want to be the loudest station
on the band. To heck with audio "as
it was recorded." Yes, as with anything, abuse is possible.
If the programmers won't do it at the
uplink, we could compress all satellitedelivered channels at the headend.
This solution would require every modulator or stereo encoder in the headend to be driven by a compressor (in
the case of stereo, by two compressors).
Instead of one compressor at each
uplink, every headend receiving that
uplink's signal would require a compressor. Not very efficient, but possible.
We could simply crank up average
levels so that the peaks of the signal
cause overdeviation of the audio subcarrier (overdeviation light turns on
more often). While broadcasters aren't
allowed to do this, we can get away
with it. This solution could cause
distortion to the signal on peaks.
The use of existing limiters in all
headend modulators (for mono) or in
all stereo encoders is also a possible,
though incomplete, solution. While a
limiter is not meant to function as a
compressor, but is only meant to restrict the peaks of modulation from
exceeding 25 kHz deviation, it does
provide the "effect" of acompressor in
that it allows the operator to raise the
average level of the audio without
"turning on the red LED" or causing
overdeviation of the audio carrier. In
fact, if you set two stereo encoders
side-by-side, one with an internal limiter and one without, and if both
encoders are set up as per the instruction manuals to "keep the red LED's
just OFF," the encoder with the internal limiter would most likely sound
louder.
And of course there's the old saying,
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it." Leave
it the way it is right now, and force the
customer to use his remote volume
control (if he has one, that is).
So, what's the correct solution? Well,
go ahead and pick one, and I'm sure I
could find several "experts" who will
disagree with you. One thing's for sure,
let's not place total blame with our
headend technicians. It just might not
be their fault.
1. Sedacca, David, Practical Considerations for BTSC Stereo in the CATV
Plant, 1987 NCTA Technical Papers.

Old Convertors Never Die!
They're Shelved Because:
They're Scuffed, Crocked or Broken
Or ...Cords are Cut, Ports Missing
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MCC Restoration Kit

MAKE YOUR TEN YEAR OLD
HAMLIN LIKE NEW! HERE'S
$10.31 IN COSMETIC PARTS FOR
ONLY $4.95.
Extend life of Hamlin Convertors. Cut out shelf time
with this easy-to-use kit. For only $4.95 you can replace the
remote control case, umbilical cord, bezel, channel selector knob and tuning knob on the MCC-2000, MCC-3000 or
MCC-4000 during this limited time sale. Save more than
50% off the total parts list price of $10.31! A similar kit is
available for the SPC Convertor series, also at only $4.95.
Hamlin Cosmetic Restoration Kits are available for
immediate delivery.

SPC Restoration Kit
Genuine Hamlin Parts are
Available for All Hamlin
Convertors Dating Back to
1966. Genuine Hamlin
Replacement Parts are
Available Only From*

icter

AFAf

1100®

Genuine Parts for Genuine Performance
And Authorized Distributors

13610-1st Avenue South •P.O. Box 69710 •Seattle, WA 98168 •(206) 246-9330

n this corner the defending
nktripion of home TV delivery, CATV. Has defeated
Broadcast Ghosting and Rabbit Ears.
And in this corner, the challenger,
Super VHS. Weighing in at 400 lines
resolution vs. the champ's 330, and
lacking the champ's artifacts, the kid
is given achance."
But seriously, how good is the new
kid, and what does he need to live up
to his advanced billing? Before we as
an industry can answer these questions
we need to know more about this new
development. We won't answer the
questions posed above, but we will
attempt to shed some light on what is
going on technically.
We'll show that Super VHS, VHS
and NTSC compare with each other
with the relative rankings shown in
Table 1. We make no quantitative
judgements here, but we do attempt to
rank the three in order from best to
worst. The primary characteristics covered include picture sharpness (resolution), signal-to-noise ratio and freedom
from artifacts. These
relationships
iireeemeirmetemeedeltreit
—
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,
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nd in
„.„.„. this
corner
picture. If you will, imagine astack of
lumber with alternating black and
white boards and the camera pulling
back, showing us more and more of the
pile of lumber. As each board gets
smaller, we can continue to count the
individual boards (if we're good enough),
until each board occupies one scanning
line on the screen. As the camera pulls
back farther we can no longer discern
individual boards. Thus, we arrive at
afigure of resolution of 525 lines.
Not so! For several reasons, we
would lose sight of one board long
before we got to 525 lines. Up to about
24 lines of each field (at two fields per
frame) are taken up by vertical retrace,

NTSC, we take this to be representative
of the best CATV can deliver, sadly
recognizing that we often settle for
much worse than the best.
There are many ways to judge picture quality, but one of the universal
characteristics is sharpness. Figures 1
through 3show an interesting contrast
in the sharpness of conventional VHS,
the best NTSC can do, and Super VHS
(S-VHS). These figures are monoscope
patterns, used to measure picture sharpness. We'll explain in more detail, but
first we need to discuss sharpness. We
all know what a sharp picture looks
like, but how do we put a number on
sharpness? Television engineers have
long done this by counting the number
of horizontal lines in apicture, calling
the measure of sharpness, "resolution."
Since a picture is divided vertically
into many (525 to be exact) scanning
lines, we might say that the vertical
resolution is 525 lines. (Hold on—I'll
fix the misrepresentation soon enough.)
That is, we can discern one black or one
white line for every scanning line of the
James O. Farmer,
Scientific-Atlanta Inc.

Figure 1: VHS monsocope
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pulling us down to 477 lines.
Now enter amysterious factor without adefinite number Ican write down.
Ifind if Ilook at the pile of lumber, I
can't even discern 477 individual pieces,
thanks to a resolution robbing thing
called the "Kell factor," (KO In order
to see 477 individual pieces of lumber,
the camera would have had to line up
each piece precisely with one of its
scanning lines. Since this is not likely
to happen in practice, Itake abeating
on resolution.
Worst case, I'd probably have to
allow for one piece of lumber occupying
equally two scanning lines, in which
case my resolution would be half of the
above, or 238.5 lines, and my Kell
factor would be 0.5. But this worst case
is not too reasonable, so maybe my
actual K factor is somewhere between
0.5 and 1.
There are other things to hurt Kel
factor, too. Interlace used in televi
for flicker reduction causes resolution
to be even lower. This is the reason for
the interest in sequential scan for
enhanced television, Another expia
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Trap Holders by Channell
Channell's innovative new KTH Series of trap holders
permit all types of cylindrical-style traps currently used in
the CATV industry to be mounted in Channell pedestals.
Designed to permit retrofitting of existing pedestals in the
field, the trap holders can be installed into the bases of
pedestals without the need to disconnect any equipment.
The trap holders eliminate the need to increase the
size or diameter of the pedestal when installing traps, and
their use results in trap installations
which reflect good housekeeping procedures. They also prevent undue stress
from being placed on the coaxial jumpers, thereby eliminating RF leakage.
Please turn the page for aspecial
offer on Channell's KTH-600 6" trap
holders. For information on 8" and 10"
versions, and trap holders for Channell's
low profile CPH-1230 and CPH-1730
enclosures call Channell toll free.

Security Locking Devices from Channell
In addition to Inner-Tite high security barrel locks, Channell now offers
high quality padlocks for hasp-design enclosures that are superior to anything
currently on the market. Manufactured
exclusively for Channell, these new
CPL-125 padlocks offer hardened
steel/chrome plate shackles; all
brass and stainless steel internal
workings; "heel and toe"
shackle locking; 5-mushroom pin tumbler locking mechanisms;
custom keyway/key
e
e
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blanks; solid
brass bodies;
and dust
caps.
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Slotted bracket provides versatile
mounting of all passive devices.
Padlock hasp, or optional high
security locking systems.
Factory installed hot
dipped galvanized
stakes, brackets and
accessories assure
quality control.
"TV" identification
permanently molded
into top hood.
Aesthetically pleasing, low profile
housing provides complete 360°
access working area.
Vented to minimize condensation.
Trap holders permit all types of cylindrical
traps to be mounted in pedestal.
Top of pedestal easily removed and replaced.
Constructed of high quality ABS plastic.
Corrosion-proof and never needs painting.
Unaffected by severe temperatures from
—60°F to +160°F.
8-inch ground skirt adds strength and prevents ground erosion around the pedestal.
Here's your chance to purchase Channell's popular
CPH-658B pedestal at areduced price and try Channell's
new trap holders and padlocks at special introductory
prices! Channell CPH-658B pedestals are shipped 8to a
carton and there are no minimum pallet quantities. Just
pick the offer that's right for you and call Chan nell toll free
with your order:

Offer No. 3: Y

CPH-658BLT pedestal with stake.
hasp and bracket pre-assembled.
plus CPL-125 padlock and
Km-600 cylinder trap holder
(includes padlock key with ever)
8pedestals):

98" Regularly

23 °°

Offer No. 1:

CPH-658B pedestal with stake,
hasp and bracket pre-assembled:

sir Regularly

15's

Offer No. 2: Y

CHANNELL
COMMERCIAL

CPH-658BT pedestal with stake,
hasp and bracket pre-assembled,
plus KTH-600 cylinder trap
holden

95"

CORPORATION

Regularly 19°

Retrofit Offer

Purchase KTH-600 trap holders and CPL-125 multiple-use
padlocks at reduced prices now for retrofitting, or place them
in stock for installation when needed.
KTH-600 eTrap Holders (20 minimum )sr ° ea. Regularly '3 —

620 W. Foothill Boulevard
Glendora, CA 91740
Telex: 670 -368
(818)963-1694
(800) 423-1863
(except CA)
(800) 345-3624 (in CA)

CPL-125 Padlock
(includes 2keys with every carton of 20 )S265 ea. Regularly 133°

«monde

Offer ends December 31, 1987
Blanket orders must be shipped by January 31, 1988

Technology you can trust!
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SUPER VHS

Hsu complains that aKell factor
of 0.7 is 'widely cited and,
unfortunately, often
misrepresented.'

tion is that I violate Mr. Nyquist's
sampling theorem and Iget artifacts
long before Iget to one picture sample

Figure 2: NTSC monoscope

of asignal that could be passed during
one horizontal line, by asystem having
limited frequency response.
Suppose
the
boards of the previous example
were stood up and
Iwanted to count
the total number
of boards (alternating black and
white) across the
face of the picture. Each pair
of boards, black
and white, would
make one cycle
of the video waveform as the
beam scanned
the picture. As
the
camera
pulled back and
showed
more
boards, the frequency of the picturc information
would increase
until the system couldn't pass it any

per line.
In the above cited article, Hsu complains that a Kell factor of 0.7 is
"widely cited and, unfortunately, often
misrepresented," even for sequential
scanning systems. Nonetheless, I'm
going to use K= 0.7 because it is
325
commonly used and makes the numbers come out cleanly. Bear in mind
that this makes things somewhat worse
than Iclaim them to be. If K =0.7, then
my 477 scan lines are reduced to
0.7(477) =333.9, or about 330 lines of
actual picture resolution. This is the
number of resolution lines often ascribed
to NTSC. Super VHS doesn't change
the number of lines of resolution vertically, there being no change in the
scanning pattern from that of NTSC.
However, it does increase the number
of horizontal resolution lines.
Horizontal resolution lines? The alert
reader has by now observed that the
TV picture isn't made up of vertical
lines (which would cause us to measure
horizontal resolution in scanning lines).
However, if we are to compare the
575
horizontal and vertical resolution of a
picture, using the same units, we must
fabricate an apples to apples measure
for horizontal resolution. We can do
this by counting the number of cycles Figure 3: S-VHS monoscope, Y-C input

more, at which point Iwould cease to
be able to resolve individual boards.
By thinking about the maximum
active scan time on a line of NTSC
video (about 52.8 microseconds) and
the maximum frequency passed by the
system, you can calculate the equivalent lines of horizontal resolution. Be
sure to take into account the fact that
the picture is wider than it is tall, so
multiply by 3/4 to get the horizontal
resolution to compare with the vertical.
The right answer is:
f= (resolution/80),
where fis the maximum frequency (in
MHz) required to pass the desired
resolution. For aresolution of 330 lines,
Ineed a maximum frequency of 4.13
MHz, which is close to the actual
baseband width of atransmitted NTSC
signal (hang on, though, the news gets
worse).
Figures 1 through 3 show a monoscope pattern. This is a common pattern for reading resolution from a TV
screen. These patterns were made from
a Super VHS tape furnished by JVC.
Notice the vertical wedge-shaped pat-
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SUPER VHS

The scale to the side of the
wedge calibrates the number
of lines you are able to resolve.
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SMALL SYSTEMS
OPERATORS!
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Luminance
.

Baseband
composite
video

Here is the

Chroma

Ad Insertion System
you
have been wanting!

Comb Filter
Figure 4: NTSC baseband spectrum showing overlap between luminance and
chrominance

ADL-100

AD LIEUTENANT
$3495 00
Four channel
Ad
Insertion
System...
complete and ready to run.

LOWER STARTUP
COSTS

ABC-100

AUTOMATIC
TAPE COMPILER

Figure 5: Block diagram, comb filter

$699500
Automatically compiles on-air"
tapes.

SAVES SUPPORT LABOR
*Less Labor •
*Lower Costs. *More Profite

(801) 263-1661
6138 So. 380 W.
Murray, UT 84107
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tern. This is used for judging the
horizontal resolution of the picture.
From the top of the wedge, read down
to the point where you can no longer
discern individual lines on the wedge.
The scale to the side of the wedge
calibrates the number of lines you are
able to resolve.
Figure 1was taken from the S-VHS
tape dubbed to standard VHS using a
VCR in good condition and astandard
quality new videotape. We measure
about 220 lines of resolution, which is
about the number of lines we expect
from specifications of the VHS system.
When you compare this with the horizontal resolution of NTSC, 330 lines,
you see that the horizontal resolution
of VHS is only % that of NTSC.
Figure 2shows the Super-VHS tape
played back on the S-VHS machine but
through the RF connector. Thus, the
picture transmitted is representative

Reader Service Number 9
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of the best that can be obtained using
NTSC transmission. It also represents
the best that CATV can do, since we
transmit NTSC. We can do worse if we
introduce amplitude and/or delay distortion into the system, but we can
never do better. The resolution of the
NTSC signal is 330 lines, as we expected from the above discussion. Thus,
at our best, we are capable of transmitting asignal that has more horizontal
resolution than does VHS. Now comes
the kicker.
Figure 3is aphotograph of the same
monoscope pattern on the same tape,
but played back through the Y-C
connector on the S-VHS VCR and on
the TV. Use of the Y-C connector is
necessary in order to get around the
limitations of NTSC transmission, as
we'll explain shortly. The Y-C connector is abaseband interface at 1volt
peak to peak, with the luminance

SUPER VHS

The luminance occupies the
spectrum from near zero
frequency to, ideally, 4 MHz.

plot
thickens
considerably
when we throw
in color. Figure 4
shows how NTSC
adds chroma. The
luminance occupies the spectrum
from near zero frequency to, ideally, 4 MHz. The
color information
is carried on a
subcarrier centered at 3.58
MHz. Note the
color and luminance information overlap in
Figure 6: NTSC color bars with comb filter
the cross-hatched
region. This gives rise to what we call
(black and white) and chroma (color)
on different pins. Note that the reso"cross color." You've seen someone on
lution exceeds 400 lines, the cutoff of aTV set wearing stripes or plaids and
the central wedge. Thus, S-VHS yields
a rainbow appears around vertical
ahorizontal resolution 21 percent better components of same. The stripes generthan CATV can at its
best.
Applying the above
formula
relating
resolution to bandwidth, we need abandwidth of at least 5
MHz in order to support the observed resolution. With an NTSC
signal modulated into
a 6 MHz channel, we
are doing well to
achieve 4 MHz bandwidth.
By the way, if you
notice the horizontal
wedges, which measure the vertical resolution, you will notice Figure 7: NTSC color bars without comb filter
that the resolution seems to contradict
ate high frequency luminance energy
the arguments I made above about
which spills over into the spectrum
vertical resolution, showing over 400
occupied by the color information.
lines of resolution compared with 330
It beats with the chroma signal, and
promised. The reason for this is that
we have instant rainbow. One way to
the S-VHS system employs certain
avoid this problem is to limit the
other signal processing in the vertical
frequency response of the luminance
direction. Reference 2 describes some
to less than 3 MHz, so that little
of the processing involved. Suffice it to
1
uminance will appear within the
say that today, your subscribers see
hroma passband. This corresponds to
less than 330 lines of vertical resolua horizontal resolution of about 240
tion.
1nes, and a11 ofa sudden we i
n CATV
So far, we have concerned ourselves
and broadcast cannot deliver any better
only with the luminance signal. The
resolution to a TV than conventional

•

A
NALOG
FIBER FOR
BROADBAND.
THE NEW
SOLUTION.
Analog? Over Digital?

ider some of the advantages:
of all, analog allows more signals
andwidth than are possible with
.Besides, analog fiber systems
uch more versatile—making it
rto change the distribution of
video, and data signals by
yrearranging the çomponents.
best of all, analog is less
nsive.
Lhas Peen providing innovative,
le, and cost effective solutions to
lecommunications industry for
t20 years. A perfect example
rMultichannel FM Fiber Optic
m. This system incorporates the
advanced single mode fiber optic
ology on the market, along with
the proven performance of Catel's
3000 Series Broadband FM System.
'The result is an affordable, high
capacity (up to 16 channels per fiber)
system that meets all RS2506 Medium
Haul specifications.
Find out more about CATEL, and how
our analog fiber optic systems can
provide an effective solution for your
broadband transmission applications.
Call Toll Free 1/800/225-4046

CAT E
L

Catel Telecommunications
4050 Technology Place
Fremont, CA 94537-5122
(415) 659-8988

SUPER VHS

A better way would be to not
combine the chrominance and
luminance on the same
signal path.

TABLE 1

Relative ranking
of VHS, NTSC and S-VHS
Resolution
S-VHS
NTSC

Signal-to-noise
VHS/S-VHS!
NTSC

Freedom from
artifacts
S-VHS
NTSC
VHS

VHS

The three are ranked from best to worst.
'We take NTSC to be the best CATV can
deliver, sadly recognizing that we often settle
for much worse than the best.'

Figure 8: Mountain and trees, VHS
VCRs.
A better way would be to not combine the chrominance
and luminance on the same signal path (i.e., piece of wire).
Now you see the reason for using the separate connections
in S-VHS's Y-C connector. By not combining the luminance
and chrominance on the same pin, the TV does not have to
filter one from the other. This means
that cross color cannot occur, because
no path exists for the luminance to get
in the chrominance or vice-versa.
This is not a very practical approach
for CATV delivery, unless one wants
to use dual cable—one for luminance
and one for chroma. But Yankee ingenuity has provided apartial solution. The
color subcarrier is 455/2 times the
horizontal line frequency. This relationship was initially chosen in order
to make the residual chroma the luminance channel minimally visible. That
trick works because the color subcarrier goes through an odd number of
half cycles during one scan line.
Expensive TVs take advantage of this
by comb filtering the signal in order to
separate the luminance and chrominance. If aset delays the video signal
for exactly one line, then adds the
delayed signal to the non-delayed signal
of the next line, the chrominance
component cancels out. Similarly, if the
delayed signal is subtracted from the
non-delayed signal, the result is the
chroma signal, with the only luminance signal being the difference in
luminance from one line to the next.
Since there normally is little difference
in luminance from one line to the next,
the separation is pretty good. Figure 5
illustrates the comb filtering process.
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That's the kind of effort we put out.
Because that's what it takes to become the
leading CATV standby power system manufacturer in North America. That's what it takes to
design the technology that sets the standards in
the industry. And that's what it takes to beat
the competition.
Efficiency. Alpha has developed
standby power supply transformers
rated at 94 07o efficiency — the
highest in the industry. And this
without sacrificing quality, thanks
to superior engineering.
Cost of Ownership. Alpha
systems cost less because our efficiency, reliability and performance
monitoring result in lower maintenance and operating costs.
Modularity. Alpha pioneered functional
modularity. Just add simple plug-in components

ALPHA

and your standby power system is updated with
the latest innovations from Alpha's R&D labs.
Uninterrupted Power. Alpha's transfer time
is so immediate that we offer standby power
with the advantages of uninterruptible power.
Uninterrupted power means uninterrupted service to your subscribers.
Innovation. We're never content. We're always looking for
ways to improve. That's why the
industry looks to Alpha for innovations in standby power. Single
ferro-resonant design. Temperature
compensation. "Smart" battery
charging. Performance monitoring.
Status monitoring. Major innovations resulting in real benefits — and all introduced by Alpha
Technologies.
And have we finished yet? Don't bet on it.

In

TECHNOLOGIES

We're Here to Back You Up.
3767 Alpha Way Beilingham, WA 98225
206-64 7-2360 FAX: 206-671-4936
7033 Antrim Ave. Bernaby. B.C. V5J 4M5
TELEX: 04-356760 FAX: 604-430-8908
6.1
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SUPER VHS

By using acomb filte,r aTV can
recover close to 330 lines of
resolution.

The delay is variously realized with
delay lines of CCD shift registers
depending on the manufacturer.
By using a comb filter, a TV can
recover close to 330 lines of resolution
assuming the combing process is perfect (which it isn't). Further, since the
luminance is combed out of the chrominace, cross color essentially goes away.
Compromises are just that, and with
the advent of comb filtering we encounter another problem. Figure 6 shows a
close-up of part of the screen of the TV
set having the Y-C connector, though
the Y-C input was not used for this
picture. The set was fed the baseband
output of an NTSC color bar generator,
so the comb fitler had to be switched in.
Note the overlap in signal at the
horizontal demarcation between the
red and blue bars. This is caused by the
comb filter. Two lines rather than the
expected one line are involved because
interlaced scanning is used, and the
two "adjacent" lines operated on by
the comb filter are really separated by

Figure 9:
Mountain
and trees,
NTSC

a line from the other field. Compare
Figure 7, which was taken on a different TV not having acomb filter. Thus,
a comb filter, while giving back lost
resolution horizontally, robs from the
vertical resolution. S-VHS with it's
Y-C connector doesn't require a comb

Keep out water,
moisture, and creepy
crawlies with
GS/9.57
GS/9.57 Thum Seal
closes openings
around cables,
pipes, conduits, and
feed-through orifices
used in cable TV
installations.
•Use above or below ground •Moldable
•Permanently plastic •Non-corrosive
•Excellent cold weather properties

Gs

Call or write for complete information.
GENERAL SEALANTS, INC.
PO. Box 2855. City of Industry, CA 91744
Toll free: 800-762-1144. In Calif. (818) 961-0211
Telex: 692-870-GS-UW
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filter, so cross color is avoided without
the introduction of comb filter artifacts.
Perhaps the most convincing demonstration of the difference S-VHS makes
is seen in Figures 10 through 12. Note
particularly the snow in the bark on
the trees. It is very blurred from the

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
MADE EASY

NVU — VHF/UHF
NOISE GENERATOR
Instantaneous band width,
covers VHF and UHF
frequency range.

CGV — VIDEO

COMB
GENERATOR

Solid state pulse generator
designed for channel
response measurements.

• System Channel Response
• Filter Response
• Low Cost
For information call:

w7",
à

4.U
24"

TELECOMMUiliCfiTi011
PRODUCTS CORPOPIRTIOil
115 Spring Valley Rd., Chambersburg, PA 17201

(717) 267-3939
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Finally!
AFFORDABLE STEREO
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The SG-[/TV
BTSC STEREO ENCODER
You know that sooner or later you will be adding stereo to your
system. Up to now you may have thought this move was going to be
expensive. Finally you have asuperior choice —The Nexus SG-1/TV.
Now you can obtain aBTSC stereo encoder that features:
•dbx® noise reduction
•frequency response of 50 Hz -14.0 kHz
•achannel separation of 30 dB
•asound notch on the video loop to eliminate video interference
•composite or 4.5 MHz subcarner output
•front panel LED indicators for power and H-sync lock along with dual
10-segment LED audio level indicators
•matnx /discrete input level monitoring which is switch selectable

Of course, this all comes with the Nexus features you have come to
expect: excellent performance, consistent reliability, alimited 2year
warranty, and the traditional Nexus compact design. It is already
compatible with the complete family of Nexus Series 1headend
products.
Nexus Model SG-1/TV BTSC stereo generator: $1085.00 unit price.
Volume discounts available.
For further information on the NEXUS SG-1/TV or any NEXUS
headend products contact your NEXUS factory sales representative
now.

All for the incredibly low price of $1085°'
Nexus-Definitely Ahead of Our Time
TEL: (206) 644-2371
BELLEVUE, WA.
(604) 420-5322
BURNABY, B.C.
FAX: (604) 420-5941

OR WRITE: NEXUS ENGINEERING CORP
7000 LOUGHEED HVVY.
BURNABY, B.C., V5A 4K4
TELEX:
961000
MAILBOX: *XPI8348

NEXUS
ENGINEERING CORP

PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN
1E.

HMM
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SUPER VHS

Thanks to Paul Perez of Recoton
and to JVC for providing the
S-VHS equipment.

conventional VHS tape, is somewhat
clearer from the NTSC input, but is
much clearer still from the S-VHS Y-C
input. The increase in sharpness comes
from the higher luminance bandwidth
possible in S-VHS and lack of cross
color without the introduction of combing artifacts.
Acknowledgmements
Thanks to Paul Perez of Recoton,
who arranged loan of the Super VHS
equipment for analysis, and to JVC for
providing it. •
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1. Hsu, Steven C., "The Kell Factor:
Past and Present," SMPTE Journal,
Vol. 95, No. 2, February 1986.
2. Faroudja, Yves and Roizen, Joseph,
"Improving NTSC to Achieve NearRGB Performance," SMPTE Journal,
Vol. 96, No. 8, August 1987.

Figure 10: Mountain and trees, S-VHS Y-C input

Model shown: PS-SB30/60 Standby Power Supply (2 Battery).
Other models available:
PS-SB30/60 (4 Batteries) with optional Auxiliary Battery Pack
(Model PS-ABP).
RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
0ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y., 10462- CALL COLLECT: (212) 892-1000 (New York State Only)
A., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands)
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YOUR
AD VANTAGESe

The Grumman ad insertion system gives you many profitable
advantages. Its speed and pinpoint accuracy reduce "make
goods" and maximize on-air time.
Proven, reolisa
tib
cl
s
emtechn
et
o
h
lry
systedm
b eat
s
y
in
to maintain and operate. And aunique multi-terminal layout all ws simultaneous
data access. It's the most advanced system for the price, so le4 Grumman tailor
alease/purchase plan to your ad revenue projections. For moré information, call
(516) 435-6001. Or write: Grumman Electronics Systems Division, Broadcast
Systems Group, Sunrise Highway
•
A38-43, Great River, NY 11739.
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Economic pressures make
rebuilds harder than ever
T

he name is still the same, but the
game has changed.
No, we're not talking about the
strike-busting National Football League
players and the games they played in
place of the "real" football players this
fall. We're speaking of cable system
rebuilds and upgrades.
Over the past decade, rebuilds have
traditionally been easy to accomplish—
designers had the necessary engineering expertise available, operators knew
how many channels they wanted to
load, what kind of converters they
needed and parts were easy to find. In
fact, since many of those systems being
rebuilt were of the "classic" variety,
it was easy to make the system better
than it had been.
These days, however, operators are
faced with a dizzying number of decisions even before a rebuild is started:
Number of channels needed now vs. the
near future; how much of the system
needs to be rebuilt; will new converters
be needed; should the system be twoway or conventional; should security
be approached through addressability,
traps or some of both; etc. Once those
preferences are made, one more critical
criteria has to be met. It has to be
affordable.
With more and more MSOs emphasizing the bottom line, the technical
side of the industry is often looked upon
as ahuge abyss into which millions of
dollars are poured with no hope of

On time and under
budget is amust.
return. As erroneous as that notion is,
it shows how important fiscal responsibility has become. Making sure rebuilds come in on time and within the
budget can make or break careers.
As if the process weren't already
complicated enough, new obstacles to
getting rebuilds done are beginning to
appear. With the newbuild market
shrinking every day, electronic equipment suppliers are stocking fewer components, forcing operators to think way
ahead so they don't get hit with
shortages. Off-shore influences sometimes hold up shipments in order to
achieve more favorable exchange rates.
And construction crews are getting hit
with a lot of turnover, forcing slowdowns as new workers are "trained"
to meet each MSO's requirements.
"Products that were never in short
supply are now often out of stock," says
Bob Luff, vice president of technology
at Jones Intercable. "Vendors who
were reliable are now unable to deliver
what you need. You find sometimes
that everyone's shelves are empty."
In order to keep things straight,
most MSOs use a computer to track
product orders and deliveries. For instance, Jones uses software they've

'Vendors who were
reliable are now
unable to deliver what
you need. You find
sometimes that
everyone's shelves are
empty.'
— Bob Luff,
Jones Intercable
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dubbed CMS (Capital Management
System) that displays which products
were ordered, when they were ordered,
which system they were ordered for,
the vendor it was ordered from, and
how much was delivered. Whenever
deliveries don't match the amount
ordered, the line item is flagged. "These
days we have eight or 10 items that are
regularly flagged," he says.
"Planning ahead for each job is
critical," says Dave Willis, director of
engineering at Ible-Communications
Inc. And he should know. By the time
1987 closes, TCI will have rebuilt,
upgraded or extended about 8,000 miles
of plant this year. And 8,000 more are
scheduled for 1988, says Willis. A lot
of autonomy is given to the local
construction supervisor, but because
TCI has no in-house construction crews,
asystem occasionally gets behind.
To combat shortages encountered at
the parts counter, TCI has a couple of
manufacturers warehouse parts for
them. "Generally, we have anything
that's needed electronics-wise," says
Willis.
United Cable is also spending more
time tracking materials, according to
Pat McDonough, corporate chief engineer. A computer program tracks material and labor invoices vs. the budget.
"With things getting more expensive
we need to control the flow of materials," says McDonough.
Joe Van Loan, vice president of
engineering at Viacom, also focuses on
the fiscal considerations, but from a
different angle. "Inventory is driven
by the cost of money and we watch our
inventory carefully," he says. "We
once had $5 million or $6 million worth
of inventory and at 12 percent interest,
it's expensive."
If the resources needed to do a
rebuild aren't planned for properly, it
can breed additional problems. With
the number of rebuilds occurring, a
good worker can often pick and choose
where to work. So if a delivery is late
or if orders come up short, workers may
leave and find abusier site, says Luff.
"Construction crews are not prisoners to your system," says the Jones VP.
"If you have two or three days downtime, because these guys get paid by
the piece not by the hour, you might
lose 50 percent of your crew overnight."
That only exacerbates the problem

We won't walk away
›til it's turned on, and you're satisfied.
Cable Services can do
your entire construction
job, including design and
field engineering. But
our responsibility doesn't
end there. We're also a
full-line supplier of
everything from the
head-end to the drop
materials. If you need
service, we have a

complete repair facility.
And, if you need
something overnight,we'll
get it to you. All of this
means fewer headaches
for you.
We do the whole job.
And we guarantee all
of it.
Call TOLL FREE: 800-233-8452
(In PA:) 800-332-8545

Cable Services Company Inc.
2113 Marydale Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701 0717/323-8518
Reader Service Number 19

Keeping MSOs stocked is the
name of the game for
Terry French, vice president
of CVVY Electronics.

because new crews have to be trained.
"Many systems are designed to be
two-way capable, so there's much more
attention given to details," Luff says.
"Workmanship is much more important than ever before. With high turnover and new people coming in, there's
more potential for bad habits to develop, like using the wrong connectors,
setting components up to the wrong
specs and the like."
Keeping MSOs stocked is the name
of the game for rIbrry French, vice
president of CWY Electronics, a Midwest supplier. He offers to keep his
customers continually stocked with the
products they regularly need by rolling
atruck to their sites every five weeks.
Dubbed "Sync" in accordance with the
dictionary's definition of "an arrangement marked by regularity and balanced proportions," the service operates the same way the bread man and
milk man did.
Operators fill out a menu of items

,..,..., ilk,
,

..
,

Joe Van Loan

and when the parts truck arrives, the
product is delivered and stocked for
him in an orderly fashion, says French.
Regular menu items consist of mostly
crop commodity devices "in order to
relieve an operator of the expense of
maintaining 10-cent items," he says.
In addition, "exceptional" items like
outdoor taps and other parts are available. "It's not a unique idea, it only
unique to this industry"
In fact, the service has proved to be
so popular to the operators serving the
Midwest, French says he's identified
11 hub sites in order to make the
service national in scope. Since there
are no penalties for returned goods,
"operators feel easy about aggressively stocking certain items during
the times when they're doing aggressive marketing campaigns," says
French. "And the operator still has
control over his inventory."
So, after the rebuild is complete,
where does the scrap go? In most cases,

SEÏLIIG
1-S
SURP -?
CALL
CABLE LINK
FIRST
k14,,
(614) 221 -3131
li
NC
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The Panasonic PC-200 Addressable Converter.
Offer more than just
the basics...
The Panasonic PC-200
Addressable Converter lets
you provide more than just
Panasonic
basic cable services to your
39'
subscribers. It gives you the
tools necessary to deliver a
new and profitable service to
your consumers — pay-per-view television. Naturally,
the more services you offer — the more subscribers
you'll maintain. Not to mention the additional revenue
you'll be generating for your own business.
The PC-200 Converter offers you the convenience of
instantaneous control of every channel in your system.
Plus, an independent Panasonic scrambling system
which helps increase system security. What's more, the
PC-200 is cornpatibie with gated 6and 10 dB sync
suppression scrambllng which means you can hook it
up to your present Jerrold system. And, it allows

purchase of converters from
more than one source.
In addition, you also get a.host
of downloadable parameters.
Like channel map, barker
channel number, IR
enable/disable, and force
"IMMIP Rn
tune of the converter just to
mention afew.
Put the Panasonic PC-200 Addressable Converter to
work in your system — we're ready to help you deliver
entertainment that's aphone call away. And, address
your bottom line, of course.
,

For more information call:
East Coast: (201) 392-4109 West Coast: (415) 672-2592

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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Engineers will be held more
accountable than ever for
making sure projects go as
planned.

alocal scrap dealer is contacted, adeal
is made and everything is fine, right?
Not necessarily, according to 'Ibm Wood
Jr., accounts manager at Houstonbased Resource Recovery Systems. Many
times, operators are being cheated out
of significant amounts of money by
unscrupulous dealers who don't deliver
on all their promises.
"Operators are losing thousands of
dollars a week," says Wood. "This is a
real cut-throat part of the industry
that nobody wants to talk about. It's a
very important phase of the construction
process that's often overlooked."
While local dealers often promise
higher paybacks, they often don't haul
away everything generated from a
rebuild. Or if they do, they may not pay
the operator for everything they took.
By performing areputable service and
upholding his promises, Wood is one of
a few contractors trying to change the
stigma associated with scrap dealers.
"Being such a small service corn-

jí

Terry French
pany in a large industry, it's easy to
get lost in the shuffle," he says. "But
we're making inroads to some MS0s."

Wood says those MSOs are becoming
more aware that a 10 percent waste
factor built into a large newbuild can
add up to hundreds of thousands or
even millions of dollars.
But clearly dealers like Wood face a
long, uphill battle in convincing others.
"I haven't focused on (the merits of
shopping around for a scrap dealer) as
much as I should," says Jones' Luff.
"My perception is that you might save
enough money to have a really nice
Christmas party at the end of the year.
Maybe if salvage companies were a
little more liberal in what they paid
(for scrap) it would stand up on its own
two feet."
Regardless of the outcome of that
argument, one thing is certain: engineers will be held more accountable
than ever for making sure projects go
as planned. Keeping on top of each and
every project isn't as easy as it once
was, but there are ways to do it.
—Roger Brown

R.T.G.* VERSALIFII Ready for You Right Now!
When you need a lift in a hurry, call

prices are right, too. Truck or van

your Versalift Distributor. He has

mounted, telescopic or "elbow"

fast access to our R.T.G.* pool of

models, with working heights up to

complete, mounted Versalifts. No

55 feet, all ready to go to work —

waiting because of long delivery on

Now!

vehicles, manufacturing delays, or

For the name of your
Versalift Distributor,
call:

freight problems. Best of all, they're

TIME

Versalifts, with job-proven
reliability and industry-wide
acceptance. And, since we're
mounting them in quantity, the

131111111111111111111131811111IMBI---1
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d To Go

Mounted on current
model chassis.

P.O. Box 20368
Waco, TX 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900
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It took
'Eagle Innovation"
to create a better trap
Introducing the Revolutionary 4-Pole E.T. Micro Trap!

•Urethane potting
inreases stability, makes
the entire trap shock resistent and minimizes water
absorption.
•Temperature compensated.
•Double "0" rings seal the
main body for superior weather
resistance
•Stamped exterior housing
allows easy and permanent
identification.

Eagle has done it again! We've
re-defined industry technology
by creating a revolutionary
new trap ... The Eagle 4-Pole
Trap (E.T.) Micro Series.

Smaller Size. 9\
Bigger
Performance. 1% 1
We didn't reduce the size by eliminating the qualities that made
Eagle the industry standard. Just
the opposite, the new E.T. Series
is packed with new performance
features far superior to anything
else on the market.

•Smaller size
allows extra
units to be installed in pedestals
or lock boxes.
•Blocking Capacitor to prevent
theft of service.
• Reduced weight reduces shipping costs.
•Trap ends are rolled.
• Improved lower adjacent sound
losses.
• Improved upper video ioss.
• Improved out of band frequency response in the 500 to 600 Mhz
range.
•Single PC board for better
ground continuity & signal flow.
• Every mechanical ground point
is soldered for continuity of the
board to the shield to the case.

=
•A sharper notch greatly reduces
audio and video degradation on
adjacent channels.
•Smaller size allows flexibility to
add additional traps in the same
or reduced space.

M

Special 8-Pole Units are available.

Eagle is #1 by always
being first
•First with cylindrical metal
housings
•First with brass housings
•First with nickel plating on
housings
•First to include a blocking
capacitor
•First with single board construction of four pole traps
•First with double "0" ring
neoprene weather seals

R Exactly what you'd

- expect from Eagle.

...0111111•1111

Now you can fit three traps in the
same space that previously held
only two.

Eagle has always been the
leader in trap technology. The
E.T. Micro Series represents our
latest advancement. For more
information call our toll-free
number and ask for complete
specifications.

4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, NY 13041 (315) 622-3402 TOLL FREE 800-448-7474
In Canada: Deskin Sales. Montreal •Toronto •Vancouver (416) 475-1412 155 Clayton Dr., Markham, Ontario L3R-5T9
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Introduction to fiber optic
media
F

iber optic systems are not oddities.
They are common and are very
similar in function, design, installation, use, and architecture to systems
based on other types of media. The
principal difference between fiber optic
systems and those using metallic media
is that fiber optic systems transmit and
receive photons, while other systems
do the same with electrons.
A basic fiber optic system looks like
the model in Figure 1. Any fiber optic
system, regardless of its size or level of
sophistication, can be reduced to such
amodel. As is readily seen, the model
is exactly like a
Transmitter
model for ametallic
media
system—
there is afiber optic
analog for every component of the system,
just as if the system
were a metallic
Electronics
media system.

Forget your previous
assumptions and start
fresh.
learning is easy because fiber optic
systems are so similar to their metallic
counterparts. The products, techniques,
and training commonly available today
make the systems reliable, easy to
install, and easy to maintain. If one is
familiar with coaxial cable or twisted
pair, engineering or installation, he
FIGURE I

Connector

• Fiber is in common use
• Fiber is easy to use
• Fiber is cost effective
• Fiber goes anywhere
• Fiber is very reliable
• Fiber is the future for terrestrial
communications.
Fiber optics have been in telephony
use since 1979. Its use in this application has reached the point where engineers must justify using other than
fiber media when planning new routes
or rehabilitating old ones. Fiber optics
have been in common use for data
communications since 1984, and second
generation fiber-ready datacom products are being designed today. Video
applications (closed circuit security
monitoring as well as cable TV trunking
and distribution feeder) have been
introduced in the past few years.
Fiber is easily adopted and used.
Like any technology, one must learn
how to do things properly, but the
By J.E. Denny, AT&T
Technologies Inc.

i

i:

The benefits of fiber
optics
Cable
Media

Dispelling the myths
It is useful for the
newcomer to fiber optics to forget all
previous assumptions about fiber optic
systems and concentrate on these:

splice c

Over 2.5 billion fiber meters have
been installed since 1980, using millions of connectors and splices. Most
fiber based systems operate at bit error
rates of 10E-9 to 10E-12. Most are
designed to operate faultlessly for decades. Thousands of systems are in
operation, and service outages due to
equipment or media failure are very
rare.
Currently available fiber media have
nearly unlimited bandwidth. The raw
material for the fiber is sand. Therefore, the fiber optic medium offers the
prospect of a nearly
inexhaustable
supply of nearly inReceiver
finite information
capacity.

1Electronics

01$87, ATLI

can easily become proficient with fiber.
Fiber optic systems can be used
anywhere—in buildings, over mountains, under sea, buried, underground
or aerial. There are fiber optic media
components that can cope with almost
any environment, whether it is the
high temperatures of ajet engine or the
sterile environment of an operating
room.

Most people are
familiar with the
much touted advantages of fiber, such
as small size, low
weight, low loss, etc.
However, what one should really be
concerned with is what those advantages do for him, that is, the benefits.
Consider that fiber optics offer the
following benefits over metallic media
systems: lower installation cost; lower
maintenance cost; lower operating cost;
lower life cost; easier upgrade of system
services and addition of users; easier
rearrangement of the physical plant;

Tab el

Fiber Optic and Coaxial Cable Media Cost Examples
2Fiber Cable, indoor, multimode, graded index
2Fiber Cable, plenum, multimode, graded index
24 Fiber Cable, outdoor, single mode
48 Fiber Cable, outdoor, single mode
RG-59/U Coaxial Cable
RG-59/U, plenum
RG-11/U
1/
2inch Aluminum Coaxial Cable
/ inch Helical Coaxial Cable
7 8

Fiber Optic Connector, 0.5 dB, multimode
BNC Coax Connector
1
/
2inch Al Coax Connector

$0.70/ft.
1.07
1.76
3.44
0.08
0.52
0.22
0.40
2.00

$0.35/ft. conductor
0.54
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.52
0.22
0.40
2.00
7.50/each
0.75
12.00

Cable TV Line Amplifier (500 meter spacing)
$600 -$1000/each
Note: These costs are examples only. Actual costs will vary depending on vendor, performance and
quantity.
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Micro-Beam m

The Cable Expansion
Problem Solver

Innovation in Cost-Effective CARS-Band Microwave Technology
Turn your cable expansion
goals into aworking reality
with MICRO-BEAM", the
Channel Master® CARSband microwave relay
system designed for
cost-efficiency and
flexibility...two important bottom line
considerations in any
cable expansion plan.

That's why small cable operators, as
well as some of the top MSO's like
United Cable, Centel Cable, Cable
Entertainment, Sonic Communications
and Telescripts, use MICRO-BEAM"

The new Repeater, available in I
, and 5watts, is alow noise amplifier
designed to consolidate transmitter
• and receiver functions, allowing
microwave links to be cascaded or
hopped without down-converting
and then up-converting the signal.

Both of our 1and 5 watt systems
offer you more for your investment.
With MICRO-BEAM" there are no
"hidden costs" for the equipment
or services you need to make your
system operational. Our standard
system package includes feasibility
studies, equipment installation,
on-site service, warranties and
much more, all at no extra charge.
And because MICRO-BEAM" is
basically option free, the system
you order is in stock, giving you
the fastest lead time of any
microwave product on the market.
In addition, our new microwave
repeater and microwave multiplier
offer extra versatility and costsavings to your MICRO-BEAM"
system by consolidating transmitter and
receiver equipment, as well as allowing
you to add microwave paths as needed
without utilizing expensive and often
excessive, tube type equipment.

Two New Microwave Products
Channel Master ,! has added a new
microwave repeater and microwave
multiplier to its line of CATV equipment
products for even greater CARS—band
system expansion.

The new Multiplier allows the
systematic addition of microwave
paths to a single transmitter location without utilizing tube type
equipment. Also available in 1or 5
watts, the new multiplier is designed with adequate gain to allow full
output power over awide range of
input power, allowing microwave
paths to be added as needed.
Versatility in Signal Delivery
36-Channel 300 MHz System
1-Watt:Transmits afully loaded signal up to 9 miles in four directions.
5-Watt: Transmits afully loaded signal up to 15 miles in four directions.
as an alternative to the more expensive systems on the market today.
They know that a MICRO-BEAM"
CARS-band system will put their
money to work profitably.
Eliminates Additional Headends

Standard Equipment & Services

MICRO-BEAM" reaches isolated subscriber pockets and spans natural
-"\ barriers without additional remote head•300-450 MHz Microwave Receiver
ends, adapting to your entire
•LNA/Image Rejection
service including audio, video.
Fliter/AGC
data and adciressability signals
•Mounts, Waveguides,
and commercial insertion capaConnectors
bilities. MICRO-BEAM" also
•Feasibility Study
saves you that $500 perchannel descrambling cost by
•Installation of MICRO-BEAMr'
allowing you to descramble
Electronics
each channel at the main head•F.C.C. Application Assistance
end. In fact. MICRO-BEAM" is
•Alignment of Microwave Paths
so compact. it allows you to
•1-Year Warranty on Parts &
transmit from a weatherproof
On-Site Service
unit that mounts behind the
antenna. It can even be mount•24 Hour, 7-days a week,
ed on water towers, and can
Technical and Warranty Service
be placed anywhere in your
(In Continental U.S. Only)
mastatemafflommout
system, not just at the headend!

Sample Applications:
60-Channel 450 MHz System

1-Waft
A

r

.450 MHz Transmitter
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Contact us today and let our staff of
qualified specialists show you how flexible and cost-efficient your cable system
expansion can be, now and in the future
with MICRO-BEAM".
Contact: Jim Crownover

rà ChannelMaster®

Division of Avnef, Inc.
Industrial Park Drive, Smithfield, N.C. 27577
(919) 934-9711

FIBER OPTICS

Fiber optic systems are usually
multiplexed so as to take
advantage of the high
capacity.

greatly reduced interference to other
services; greatly reduced susceptibility
to lightning or other electrical damage;
greatly reduced susceptibility to interference from other services; and greatly
reduced susceptibility to ground loops,

hum, and line driver matching problems.
A1
/-inch diameter fiber optic cable
2
can hold up to 144 fibers and weighs
only 1 / ounces per foot. To have the
same number of conductor links, one
1 2

Our
ground
crew
is now
UL
LISTED

I\

SACHS HAS THE ONLY ALTERNATIVE
Now you can be sure of your grounding.
The UL listing reaffirms our quality.
Here are our special unique features;

SC-13

SC-12

Series Ground Strap:
Easy one tool installation
Positive contact (all copper)
Preformed to fit any size pipe
One piece construction.
No welding
Ground Block/Bracket:
Exceeds 280 hrs anti-corrosion
Salt test per ASTM 8117
Accepts single or dual
F81 fittings.
Easy and positive attachment
of grounding wire.
Additional subscriber lines can
be accommodated using splitters
without removing block/bracket
Accepts 2 way, 3-way, 4-way
5-way, etc... splitters.
Very low contact resistance;
less than 1ohm

SACHS

Communications Inc.,

30 West Service Road, Champlain, N.Y. 12919-9703
In Canada: 745 Avoca Avenue, Dorval, Qué. H9P 1G4
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL TOLL FREE
In Canada: Call (514) 636-6560

would need 144 separate coax cables.
The 144 RG-59 cables would occupy
about a 13-inch diameter and weigh
about 4 1
2 pounds per foot. The fiber
/
optic cable could easily be installed
because it is one cable, is light, and
easily manipulated. Each of those 144
coax cables would likely have to be
pulled one at a time or, in any case,
because of the weight and bulk, would
be much more difficult and expensive
to install. It is useful to remember that
an additional link conductor for afiber
optic cable will usually not noticeably
increase the cable size or weight.
Fiber optic media are extremely low
loss; 0.5 dB/km is commonplace. Fiber
optic systems have very large bandwidth. This combination of low loss and
high bandwidth makes it easy for fiber
optic systems to go 30 km carrying 500
Mb/s of data, without repeaters. Therefore, fiber optics systems greatly reduce
the need for between-central-office, headend or any kind of in-line or remote
electronics. The absence of these electronics greatly reduces system maintenance, not just for the electronics, but
also for the power systems to support
them, and the connectors that connect
them to the system.
Further, the media components available today are well designed, thoroughly tested, and well made such that
they are extremely reliable and can
easily withstand the rigors of indoor
and outside environments. Fiber optic
components have to be extremely reliable because they are used in systems
that carry high densities of valuable
information, which cannot be lost to
failures of the media.
Fiber optic systems are usually multiplexed so as to take advantage of the
high capacity. This multiplexing further reduces the amount of electronics
used in asystem. With fewer electronics, there is less demand for power and
less need for people to oversee the
system. These lower costs coupled with
the lower maintenance cost mean a
fiber optic system has the potential of
offering its owner lower operating costs
over a comparable system operating
on metallic media.
The technology is rapidly approaching the point where, for data links over
a few hundred meters and data rates
over 10 Mb/s, a fiber optic system will

FIBER OPTICS

Because fiber optic media are
generally small and
lightweight, if it is necessary
to rearrange the media, it is
easy to do.
have a lower initial cost (engineering,
installation and materials). A lower
initial cost along with lower operating
costs means afiber optic system offers
the potential of lower life-of-the-system
cost.
The incremental cost of installing
fiber in an initial installation is small.
By installing that fiber, one puts avery
large information pipe in his network.
If the media are chosen properly at the
start, the network owner has the potential for easily upgrading his system at
alater date. If additional users, higher
data rates, or more video channels are
required later, only the electronics
need to be changed. It is easy to change
the electronics in afiber-based system
because they are usually located only
at the ends of the network. 'lb upgrade
a metallic media system, one usually
has to upgrade both the electronics.
Because fiber optic media are generally small and lightweight, if it is
necessary to rearrange the media, it is
easy to do. For example, rearranging a
computer system that uses coax for tag
and bus communications would be
laborious. If the system were a multiplexed fiber based system it would be
easy—fewer and lighter cables to move.
Fiber optic media do not radiate
radio frequency (RF) energy. Therefore
fiber optic media cannot interfere with
other RF services. Because fiber optic
systems do not rely on RF or other low
frequency electromagnetic radiation,
they are almost immune to interference from sources of such radiation. If
the fiber optic cables have non-metallic
strength members and the electronics
are well shielded and filtered, fiber
optic systems are immune to interference from other services or noise sources.
Such immunity permits using fiber in
close proximity to large electric motors
or furnaces, power lines, or other
sources of electrical noise, without the
added cost and headaches of heavily
shielded cables and cable filters.
Optical fibers are non-conductive.
Optical systems do not rely on electrical contact for signal transmission.
Therefore, optical systems are much
less susceptible to lightning damage,
ground loops, and line driver mismatch
problems than are metallic systems. If
the fiber optic cable used has non
metallic strength members, an optical

system is practically immune to lightning or other electrical contact problems.
Optical fibers are extremely difficult
to tap, unless one is prepared to rupture
the cable sheath and has very sophisti-

cated equipment. Again, fiber optic
cables do not radiate usable energy.
Therefore, information sent over fiber
optic media are much more secure and
much less susceptible to pilferage than
that sent over metallic media. •

Build your own remote programmable RF/video switch with the Applied
Instruments RPS-4. Up to four individually configurable RF or video SPDT
switches give you the flexibility to design aswitching
system that's customized for your particular headend or
hubsite application. Convenient rack-mount design and
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782-4331

front panel toggle switches make manual operation easy And, for remote
location activation, the RPS-4 offers RS 232C control circuitry on the back
panel. All previous switch settings are stored in anon-volatile memory in
case of power failure. Make your switch today Call Doyle Haymiod.
President, Applied Instruments,. or write for our full color brochure.
Applied Instruments, Inc.
SI South 16th Avenue
Beech Grove, IN 46107

APPLIED

INSTF UMENTS,

INC.

BROADBAND COMMUNICATION INSTRUMENTATION
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General purpose, MAP,
Ethernet modems
s

ystem-specific modems offered by
LAN vendors generally fall into
three categories. There are modems
designed to operate with the general
purpose LANs made by companies like
Sytek, Ungermann-Bass, TRW Information Systems Division and others. There
are LANs specifically running the
Manufacturing Automation Protocol
and conforming to IEEE standard 802.4
(token passing broadband bus). Concord Communications, Allen-Bradley
and Industrial Networking Inc., for
example, are suppliers of MAP-spec
modems. And there are modems specially configured to run Ethernet protocols over broadband. Digital Equipment Corp. and Chipcom, for example,
make them.
Look for changes as vendors position
themselves for future developments in
the LAN market. Most likely, Halley
Systems, a traditional supplier of
modems, will in the near future move
up to asystems integration role, offering both stand-alone modems and other
networking solutions. Halley sees the
market looking for complete network
solutions, not components. Look for
Concord Communications, which pioneered the Manufacturing Automation
Protocol, to move into abroader broadband factory network arena. MAP is a
solution for some companies, but certainly not for all, Concord is betting.
Sytek, which began life as a pure
broadband vendor, already is moving
toward connectivity with baseband networks such as Ethernet and has released
a series of medium access, bridge and
remodulator products supporting
Ethernet. In fact, many of the broadband LAN vendors (and one or two of
the stand-alone modem vendors) will
be eyeing the bridge and gateway
market for X.25 and T-1 network
connections, MAP to Ethernet (and
802.3 network) connections, and broadband to baseband links. On the other
hand you have Bridge Communications offering its own broadband network to run Ethernet and 3Com protocols.
General purpose networks
General purpose broadband networks
and modems working with those networks are available from a number of
40 Communications Engineering and Design November 1987

companies, among them Sytek, one of
the earliest suppliers of broadband
networks. Sytek, in fact, offers several
different broadband networks. The LocalNet/20 is designed as a lower cost,
lower speed network that still can

There's aLAN
modem available
for every need.

M8024/M8824 broadband modems
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Broadband:
The leader in upgrade electronics
Upgrading rather than
rebuilding has been the
cost effective way of
extending the life of cable
systems by many years
thus adding profits to the
bottom line.
Broadband originated
the concept of upgrading
almost 9years ago and we
have continued our leadership ever since.

You can feel confident
with the technical superiority and reliability that
we have always been
known for.
We don't look for quick
fixes, we engineer long
term solutions to your upgrading problems.
The result is electronics
better than the original
equipment that you are
upgrading.

We stand behind our
product too. Our upgrades
have aone-year warranty
and we are always there
to discuss any immediate
problems by phone.
For more information
call Broadband Engineering at 800-327-6690 (in
Florida 305-747-5000) or
write us at 1311 Commerce
Ln., Jupiter, Florida 33458.

For quality, performance and service, call Broadband

AUGAT MORAN
Quality and Innovation
Reader Service Number 27

MODEMS

The idea is to get users into an
initial network at low cost
but preserve the migration path
to full broadband.

support 20,000 users. Running at 19.2
Kbps, the LocalNet/20 uses the CSMA/
CD (carrier sense multiple access with
collision detection) access protocol. The
20/100 interface (Packet Communication Unit) supports one or two users;
the 20/200 supports eight while the
20/220 supports 32 users.
The System 2000 is optimized to
handle terminal-to-host asynchronous
communications running at 19.2 or 128
Kbps. The System 2000 uses CSMA/CD
access protocols. The network interfaces come in two-port, eight-port and
32-port versions. More than 65,800
nodes can be supported on aSystem 2000.
The System 3000 and System 7000
networks are specifically designed to
support the IBM 3270 mainframe computer environment. Network interfaces,
which come in two-port, eight-port or
32-port versions, run at 128 Kbps or
19.2 Kbps.
The System 6000 is an IBM PC
network supporting 1,000 nodes and

running at 2Mbps. The interfaces are
standard System 2000, LocalNet/20,
System 3000/7000 Packet Communication Units. The new System 4000 runs
Ethernet on broadband and uses twoport and eight-port transceivers. Five
frequency pairs are set aside for transmission and reception. Sytek also has
point-to-point or multidrop modems.
The model 1301 runs to 38.4 Kbps. For
details circle reader service number 75.
Agile Systems offers anetwork based
on nine-wire ribbon cable that is fully
protocol compatible with the Sytek
LocalNet/20 products. The idea is to get
users into an initial network at low
cost but preserve the migration path
to full broadband. The AgileNet 20 RF
modem comes in two-port and four-port
versions. For details circle reader service number 76.
MAP modems
MAP modems differ from general

purpose broadband modems in the use
of "jabber" circuitry that automatically shuts down any modem transmitting for more than half asecond. Recall
that MAP uses atoken passing access
protocol. About 500 microseconds are
needed to pass atoken and 8kb is the
largest data frame MAP allows, so the
jabber circuit is a way of detecting
transmitter failure. Concord Communications goes one step further than the
MAP spec requires when a modem is
powered back up for network insertion.
Concord's boxes and cards are interrogated in aloopback mode "to see if the
box is alive before we put it back on the
network," says Concord's Manager,
Modem Development Darrell Furlong.
"We also are the only vendor offering
a transmitter enable function." Basically, the receiver has to lock to the
headend before the transmitter is enabled. That feature isn't vital in a
point-to-point application. It's real helpful in atoken environment, though.

SCIE
OUR LINE-WARD
L-1 & L-2
MODELS ARE
BUILT TO TAKE IT
•Just 25" Wide
Easy Going Between
Shrubs & Fences
• Compact Size—With
Strength That Won't
Quit
800 Lb, Total Weight
With 16 Hp Kohler
Engine
• Up To 16" Depth
• Superior Traction
Moves On Tracks,
Reduces Lawn Damage
• All-Mechanical Drive
For Top Performance
No Recurring Oil Leaks

WITH SOME VERY
REAL PLUSSES:
•Turns On A Dime
• Imparts Vibration To
Ground, Not The
Operator
• Low Maintenance &
Downtime

SEE FOR
YOURSELF
Call For A Free On-Site
Demonstration Or, Write
For Our Color Brochure.

Fiber Optics
Seminar
Jan. 18-20. 1988
Hyatt Orlando Hotel

PARTICIPANTS
AT&T
Synchronous
Bell Laboratories
Bell South
AMP, Inc.
ATO
Stromberg Carlson
REGISTRATION FEE $150.00
Non-Member -$190.00
(Includes SCIE National Membership)

Line-Ward Corp.
157 Seneca Creek Road
Buffalo, New York 14224
(716) 675-7373

For conference details, contact:
Florida SCTE
P.O. Box 7835
Sarasota, FL 34278
Dick Kim n
(813) 924-8541
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Society of
Cable Television
Engineers

Pat Luckett
(305) 660-5524

All

Call 1-800-843-3338
To Learn How To
Thoroughly Analyze
And Pinpoint Any RF
Video Trouble, In Any
Video Distribution
System, Automatically
To FCC Specifications
In Half The Time!

FS74 CHANNELIZER SR.—$3,495
Patents Pending

At last, aTV -RF Signal Analyzer designed the way you've always
wanted it ... Meet the world's first 100% automatic FCC
accurate field strength analyzer. It's exclusively designed
and guaranteed to help you analyze and pinpoint any RF video
trouble, in any video distribution system in one-half the time. At
long last you can accurately check your signal "quantity" and
"quality"—all automatically. Here's why ...
Meet the All New FS74 "CHANNELIZER SR. - Tm —the TV -RF
Signal Analyzer you've been dreaming of. You'll find the pesky,
time-robbing, frustrating problems all other analyzers miss with
these exclusive features:
Exclusive "frequency offset" feature automatically retunes
for cable HRC and ICC frequency offsets: 100% error proof so
you don't have to remember all those offset channels and
frequencies.

Exclusive on-channel automatic signal-to-noise ratio test.
Eliminates time-consuming signal comparison and chart reading.
Exclusive audio to video ratio test measures directly in dB
for easy comparison to FCC specifications.
Exclusive automatic FCC accurate Hum level test. Eliminates
customer down time, speeds your testing, instantly on any channel.
Exclusive signal quality check. Built-in 4MHz wideband
CRT monitor analyzes and pinpoints RF video troubles fast.
Exclusive built-in autoranging AC/DC volt and ohmmeter
now measures trunkline voltage through RF input—hassle free
Exclusive all weather design holds tighter than FCC
specifications from —4° to 104°F.
Battery operated for true portability, field tested tough for
dependable ease of use and IEEE 488 Bus compatible for nonattended and remote testing.

Or Choose:
The All New FS73 "CHANNELIZER JR."
If you're looking for the perfect FCC accurate performance
tester—the FS73 "CHANNELIZER JR." is your ticket to
success. It incorporates all the same exclusive automatic
"Signal Quantity" checks as the FS74. It's the perfect
performance tester for your van, etc.

1_1
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110-011, IF.FIFOISNAFIC. TEST.
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ef:

FS73 CHANNELIZER JR. —$2,395
Patents Pending

Call 1-800-843-3338 for your 10 Day Self Demo. Call us
today for more information or better yet let us put an FS74
or FS73 at your site for 10 days! Discover just what 100%
automatic, FCC accurate RF analysis will mean for
you—Call today!!

Means Success In Electronic Servicing

CHANNEL IZER SR. AND CHANNELIZER JR. are trademarks of Sencore, Inc

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57107
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New MAP/TOP
products out,
standards settle
At last, the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) market is stabilizing. The broadband-based factory
automation standard has been migrating from version 2.1 to version 3.0,
presenting vendors with a moving
target that has slowed sales. But in
June, the 3.0 standard will be protected
from major revision for aperiod of six
years, the MAP/TOP Users Group has
announced. That's good news for users,
who are assured of an important degree
of device and software stability, and
important for vendors, who can now
build products and hope to see areturn
on their investments.

on the broadband backbone network.
Also, since token passing is more
deterministic than Ethernet under conditions of heavy loading, overall network throughput is enhanced. The
Series 4200 costs $10,200 in single
quantities and delivery is 60 days
ARO.
lb ease transition from version 2.1
of MAP to version 3.0, Concord also is
selling a starter kit supporting three
IBM PC MAP nodes transmitting in
either carrierband or broadband. The
current software is 2.1 and the kit
includes a compatible upgrade to version 3.0 as well as training.
For details circle reader service
number 77.

Fairchild's TOP-Link modem
TOP modem
The Series 4200 Bridge
Concord Communications, a leader
in both MAP and broadband-based
factory automation networks, has introduced the industry's first Ethernet-toMAP bridge. The Series 4200 allows
the connection of multiple Ethernets
over abroadband backbone. The bridge
also can be used as a MAP network/
'I'OP network bridge. Unlike Etherneton-broadband networks, which use contention access on broadband media, the
Series 4200 uses token, or controlled,
access on broadband media. The difference is significant.
Performance on Ethernet LANs tends
to degrade under conditions of heavy
loading and linking multiple Ethernets
over broadband simply increases the
degree of load, causing more message
collisions and retransmissions and resulting in reduced message throughput.
The Series 4200 gets around that
problem by confining intra-network
traffic to each separate Ethernet while
transmitting only inter-network traffic

Fairchild Data Corp. has a new
M8023 TOP-link modem used for Technical and Office Protocol (TOP) networks. TOP is an IEEE 802.3 type
network and is seen as the front office
companion to aMAP network. Operating at 10 Mbps, the M8023 can be used
on either single-cable or dual-cable
broadband networks running TOP,
Ethernet or DECnet. For details circle
reader service number 78.

Lan Tel's 840 voice trunk modem
LanTel voice modem
Lanlbl Corp. has a new Model 840
Single-Line 'flunk Modem, allowing
access to the public telephone network
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from abroadband LAN. The Model 840
provides the RF interface between
Model 810 voice modems operating on
a broadband network and the telephone network. Using the Model 840,
stations can place and receive calls
from a telephone central office, between two broadband networks or
through a PBX system. For details
circle reader service number 79.
C-COR monitor
C-COR Electronics has anew power
supply monitor for its Quick Alert
status monitoring system. Used for
both standby and redundant power
supplies, the PSM monitors battery
voltage, battery lockout, output current, main/auxiliary status, fault status,
standby status, door status and charger
control. Other features available are
control functions for inverters, charge
and float, force-to-standby, main/
auxiliary control. Interfaces to the
C-COR PowerVision supplies, Alpha
Technologies AP660 and several other
vendors' power supplies. For details
circle reader service number 80.
New Ethermodem
Chipcom Corp. has a new Ethermodem transceiver compatible with
DEC's DEMPR, running on thin
Ethernet (RG-58) systems. The DEMPR
modem allows connection of up to eight
thin-Ethernet stations to a broadband
Ethernet LAN. The new transceiver is
compatible with all Chipcom Ethermodem products and is transparent of
TCP/IP, DECnet, ISO, TOP, XNS higher
level software. TCP/IP (Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) is a
system for interconnecting computers
and other devices made by many different vendors over a single LAN. It was
popularized by the Defense Department but is gaining widespread support as a general purpose protocol for
LAN use. DECnet is the protocol used
by Digital Equipment Corp. for linking
its computers and terminals over broadband and baseband networks. The
International Standards Organization
is avoluntary international standardssetting group for data communications.
It has popularized the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) model for local
area networks. The IEEE 802 family

Ø

C-Ku Band Receiver
From loner

By Blonder Tongue
Made in the U.S.A.

FEATURES
•C and Ku Band compatible
•Standard Block down conversion (9501450 MHz)
•Detent Channel Selection
•Highly Visible LED channel readout
•Compatible with all existing satellite
scrambling systems

•Fixed audio 6.8 MHz or variable from 5.4
to 8.2 MHz
•Standard 19" rack mount panel x13
4 "
/
•Horizontal-vertical switch available for dual
feeds
•Switchable LNB, BDC power

•Front panel video output for monitor

•Front panel fine tuning control

•Front panel signal strength meter

•70MHz loop thru for T.I. filters

In Stock for Immediate Delivery

cable equipment, inc.
969 Horsham Rd. • Horsham, Pa. 19044
Call Toll-free 800-523-5947
in Pa. 800-492-2512
FAX: 215-675-7543
Reader Service Number 30
0

1987 Toner Cable Equipment Inc.

LAN WATCH

Also new from Bridge: the
Secure CS/50 Communications
Server and Secure NCS/AT
Network Control Stations.

of protocols, MAP and TOP are based
on the OSI model. XNS is the Xerox
Network Systems, a protocol for linking computers and other devices developed by Xerox Corp. For details circle
reader service number 81.

.•
Bridge Comm.'s CS/1-SNA Gateway
Bridge Communications
Bridge Communications has three
new products: a new X.25 gateway, an
SNA gateway and an encryption system
for TCP/IP networks. X.25 is a standard for packet switching over the

public telephone network. SNA is IBM's
Systems Network Architecture, acornmunications protocol used with IBM
computers. The new GS/1-IP Gateway
Server links three types of LANs with
the telephone network or an X.25
private data network. IEEE 802.3 networks using either coaxial or fiber optic
cable; Bridge's own broadband network; and 4Mbps token ring networks
conforming to IEEE 802.5 are supported. All networks connected using
the GS-1-IP must use the TCP/IP
protocol.

tions. Both provide data encryption and
access control for networks running
TCP/IP over Ethernet, "thin" Ethernet
and 5 Mbps contention-access broadband networks (CSMA/CD). For details
circle reader service number 82.

Bridge also has a new Communications Server 1-SNA that acts as a
gateway for PCs, printers, ASCII terminals to SNA networks. Ethernet,
token ring and broadband versions are
available for both TCP/IP and XNS
protocols. The CS 1-SNA is priced at
$10,500 plus a$1,000 software fee.

Trilithic's 7L8OP attenuator

Also new from Bridge: the Secure
CS/50 Communications Server and
Secure NCS/AT Network Control Sta-

.,
el

Trilithic
A new switch initially built for
Electronic Data Systems (EDS) to switch
primary and redundant MAP/TOP networks is available from Trilithic. The
Model 7RSABM RF Switch Bank consists of amainframe and power supply,
addressable control card and up to 16
individually controllable A/B switch

Reliability and MC...
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Simpact Associates has a new
carrierband modem and
interface for DEC computers
and peripherals.

cards on acommon parallel bus. All are
mounted in a51
4 inch rack mount case.
/
Return loss is 20 dB. Insertion loss is
0.15 dB. Isolation is 60 dB from DC to
650 MHz when used with standard "F"
connectors. In small quantities the
mainframe costs $895; the control card
$199 and switch cards $149. Delivery
is 10 to 14 weeks ARO.
Also new from Trilithic is the 7L8OP
latching programmable attenuator operating over the DC to 1000 MHz frequency range and attenuating to 80 dB
in 1 dB steps. The 7L8OP is used for
portable instrumentation in 75-ohm environments. Accuracy is -4- 0.5 dB to 500
MHz and ± 1.0 dB to 1000 MHz. For
details circle reader service number 83.
Carrierband interface
Simpact Associates has a new carrierband modem and interface for DEC
computers and peripherals. Carrierband is a single-channel broadband
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Sim pact's carrierband modem
transmission system that is part of the
MAP specification. Using standard 75ohm components but transmitting only
on asingle channel at arate of 5Mbps,
carrierband systems are designed as a
low-cost sub-network technology for
MAP networks. Because carrierband
is abaseband transmission technology,
no RF modulation or frequency translation is required. Carrierband subnetworks are available in two versions,
one of which is designed to be upgradable to full broadband MAP. For
details circle reader service number 84.

MF's 5376 broadband filter
Bandpass filter
Microwave Filter has a new Model
5376 bandpass filter designed to reduce
spurious signals from a LAN translator. Center frequency is 267.2 MHz
with 3 dB bandwidth of 1.5 MHz.
Selectivity is 40 dB at ± 2.23 MHz.
Different center frequencies are available. The unit price is $990 and
delivery is 30 days ARO. For details
circle reader service number 85.
—Gary Kim

get the connection?
Connect with LRC and you'll
connect with our long-standing
reputation for outstanding workmanship and engineering built
into afull line of coax cable
connectors.
LRC's color-coded "F" connectors eliminate the confusion of
cable and connector interfaces.
BNC connectors in solderless
crimp, twist-on and crimp-on
versions make installation easy.
And our hardline "K" series delivers anumber of innovative features, like LRC's patented seizing
mechanism, to ensure reliability.
So no matter what kind of
coax cable connector you need,
when you need reliability...

Get the LRC
Connection!

AUGAT

¿RC

Apart of the growing Augat Communications Group
901 South Avenue
Post Office Box 111
Horseheads, NY 14845
(607)-739-3844
TELEX: 5101-011-251
FAX: 607-739-0106
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The commercial insertion
dilemma
T

he San Francisco Bay area, like
many other regions in the United
States, is served by a multitude of
CATV companies. These headends range
in size from 5,000 to 150,000 subscribers and yield atotal base of over half
amillion homes.
'fruly effective cable advertising must
be able to reach a large portion of the
total base. The problem lies in designing an approach to manage ad sales,
billing, accounting and commercial
insertion in a cooperative and cost
effective manner.
Smaller headends want to minimize
their expenditures for equipment, but
at the same time take advantage of the
revenue opportunities presented by
cable TV advertising. In some instances the smaller entities wished to
have a fully automated remote cornBy Jack Goldie, Chief Engineer,
Bay Area Interconnect

Finally, we needed a responsible
support organization. After all, our
business is cable television, not computer technology. We wanted complete
training for all operational aspects of
the automation system as well as
mercial insertion site which was unprompt service for all hardware and
staffed at all times.
software concerns which might arise.
Larger headends want more of arole
After examining the existing apin the advertising market. They have
proaches
to the interconnect requirea strong desire to market local ads or
ments, we chose Grumman's AIS 5000.
their individual cable system as well
Grumman Electronics Systems took its
as continue to actively participate in
broadcast technology and adapted it to
the interconnect.
It was clearly obvious that to be a the cable industry's needs. With its
successful interconnect we required a master control capability, computecomprehensive and flexible computer rized billing and switching control, the
system to manage all the demands of system is able to address the needs of
every Bay Area Interconnect member.
all participating members now and
By using SMPTE time code on our
into the future. In addition, our master
spot reels, we were able to achieve
control operations had to continue to
frame accurate cueing. Combining this
reflect a professional broadcast image
with the control of the 3M master
and be fully interfaced to the billing
routing switcher and a single frame
system. Each headend had to be able
synchronizer per channel, brought about
to receive a daily schedule of events
clean, broadcast quality switching. The
and report on the status of those events.

How to reach the right
people effectively.

FIGURE 1
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Ilearst-Milipitas, Newark, Los Gatos,
Sana Clara
ESPN-CNN-MTV-CMC
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United-Hayward, Foster
City, San Leandro
ESPN-CNN-MTV-LFT

Viacom-Mt. View
ESPN-CNN-MTV-LFT-CMC

Viacom-San Francisco
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Viacom-Petaluma. Crockett, Pinole, Novato, Sausalito, Sm Rafael,
Terra Linda, Corte Madera, Mill Valley, Fairfax, San Ansekno,
Tiburce, Kendield. Greenbrae, Larkspur, La Gunitu, San Geronimo,
Woodacie, Ross
ESPN-CNN-MTV-LFT
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Big Rock
Peak
United A.
Headend

UA-Walnut Creek
ESPN

Our advertising sales force is
clearly far more effective
because they now have the
right tools to work with.

importance of this should not be underestimated. An ad sales department has
one, and only one, product—advertising. If the product is presented in a
slipshod manner with poor audio controls, sloppy switching or incorrect
airing of spots, its integrity suffers
tremendously. The quality of presentation is asignificant factor affecting ad
sales revenue,
Automatic schedule download to each
site, using low-cost non-dedicated phone
lines, comes directly from the central
sales and billing computer. We finally
have the ability to enter sales orders
over any selection of headends the
client wishes and have the revenue
flow be accurately channeled into concise reports for management review,
Furthermore, verification of each
event passing through the system is
received back at the central billing site.
This data contains exact run times and
status information that is directly
posted to our billing files. Invoices are

clear and precise, showing the client
exactly where his advertising dollar
has been spent. A complète accounts
receivable system is incorporated in
the billing software.
A scheduling priority plan even lets
our large headends independently sell
and air their own advertising without
interference from the central site. Our
advertising sales force is clearly far
more effective because they now have
the right tools to work with.
From an operational standpoint, we
have been pleased with the flexibility
and open-ended architecture of the
system. Tape machines must be constantly brought on- and off-line; last
minute schedule changes can bring
strong demands on your airtime operation—not to mention your patience.
The master control room now contains a desktop-size computer that
provides a single interface to the tape
machines and switching equipment. A
realtime status display constantly shows

the operator the condition of each tape
machine and its associated schedule.
A simple edit procedure allows any
schedule changes to be entered up until
just minutes before actual airtime.
Tape machines can either be dedicated directly to a network (such as
ESPN) or freely shared among the
channels. This function is software
controlled and may be changed at any
time by entering the desired parameters on the system management screen.
Even the large 3M routing switcher
can be easily reconfigured using this
feature.
The software interface provided with
the system has greatly simplified the
control room operations. All schedule
and advertisement data is readily available to the operator through aseries of
rapid screen displays and printed reports. As acassette is placed in atape
machine, the system automatically
Continued on page 68

BTSC STEREO GENERATOR
FULLY DBX®COMPANDED
INTERNAL 4.5 MHz MODULATOR
DEVIATION CALIBRATION TEST TONE
EXCEEDS ALL OST60/BS1 5 REQUIREMENTS
LOW PROFILE 19" RACK MOUNTING
FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF" IMPLEMENTING STEREO

"CALL OR WRITE TODAY!

ram CROWN
ELECTRONICS

SG 48STEREO GENB1ATOR
•
RISC

>ilk tie

TRIPLE CROWN eg4560 Fieldgate Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario L4VV 3W6
(416) 629-1111
800-387-3205 (U.S. Only)
Reader Service Number 33
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ELECTRONICS
•

601 Fairway Drive,
Deerfield Beach, Flordia 33442
(305) 429-0870
Inwats 800-824-4332

Take ACloser Look At
The New Commercial Inserter
Wth Everything You Need

The CornSeder 192
The Best Just Got Better
Texscan MSI presents the latest
advance in commercial insertion: The
ComSerter-192. Like its predecessor,
the popular ComSerter-92, the new model
CSR-192 provides single channel integrity,
full random access, complete togging,
affidavits and compatibility with all other
ComSerter models. As all other
Texscan MSI products, the CSR-192 is
setting the standard for quality and
reliability. But there's much more...

Texscan
RASI CORPORATION

New Features
I Full Stereo VCR Capabilities
• CMOS Non-Volatile Memory
• Auxiliary Source Input for
Secondary Mdeo
II Preview Before Air
II Simplified Tape Marking
• External Mdeo Processor Loop
II Streamlined Single Board
Design
11 Rill Audio and Mdeo A.G.C.
See us at the Western Show, Booth No. 228
Reader Service Number 34

No Increase In Price
And best of all, the CSR-192 gives you
these many added features without adding
to the price.
For more information on the
ComSerter-192 and our complete line of
commercial insertion products, call
800-367-6011, 800-777-2227, or write to
Texscan MS! Corp., 124 Charles Lindbergh
Dr., Salt Lake City, UT 84116.

A real-world test of air
dielectric cable
Twenty-five to 30 years ago, cable
owners built their systems with no
idea of how long they would survive
or the degree of performance to expect.
Preventive maintenance programs were
rarely implemented because this was
a new phase of television. Very little
was known about performance testing,
consequently, the cable system itself
suffered severely. ibchnical advances
and studies have been a learning
experience of trial and error which has
stressed the importance of aprofessional
maintenance program in order to maintain a system and keep it in like-new
condition. Cables first used were designed for other applications and only
through testing and usage has the
development of present day cable come
about. We have found that a good
maintenance program is very cost effective. It is my desire to prove that
through professional planning and effective cabling, the "no suck-out phenomenon" is possible.
The subject Iam going to discuss is
based on fact, not theory. This technical report is based on hands-on
experience, not sales pressure.
Formerly a Group W Cable system,
Century Communications of Liberal is
the first system to build using entirely
MC 2 cable from 'frilogy (formerly General Cable).
Liberal was the first cable system
built in Kansas. Like many other older
systems, it has patchy areas of .412 and
.500 where .750 size cable should be.
Some systems have 59U jumper midspan splices, figure-eights in midspans
as well as pressure taps at many or all
locations in a span of cable. This too
was the dilemma Liberal faced.
Almost three years ago, Liberal's
cable system was introduced to a
unique cable—a cable from one of the
variations in the fused disc patent (a
patent that covered the disc in tube
design). The core contains an adhesive
material which, when activated by
heat, bonds the core to the aluminum.
The combination of the disc in the tube
design and the bonding process yields
acoax that combines the best points of
all coaxial designs. This is the design
behind 'frilogy's MC 2 cable.
By Kevin Collins, Chief Technician
Century Kansas Cable TV

alack of extreme care. With MC 2 cable,
loops are less likely to crease because
of its exceptional bending ability.
The staff at the Liberal system had
reservations about the idea of heat
shrinking MC 2 cable. However, normal
MC 2 cable used in the Liberal system
heat shrinking had no effect on the
has surpassed any and all expectations
inert material nor on frequency reof a cable's performance. These persponse. On a tested section of MC 2
formances leave us with no "suckcable, no deformity was noted.
outs," no cracks or creases and no
Century Communications at Liberal
radiation leaks at the entry of passives,
has
499,700 feet of MC 2 cable, trunk
actives or splices. Keep in mind there
and feeder combined. Of that amount,
is no cable made anywhere today that
only 21 feet was scrapped at the onset
can perform in this manner by itself.
of the rebuild because of forklift damage.
At least three things must come into
No other footage or roll has since had
any defects.
The technical staff at the Liberal
system had heard horror stories about
air dielectrics. Air dielectrics were first
designed with one thing in mind—
The technical staff at
lower attenuation. The disadvantages
the Liberal system had
included poor handling capabilities
and water migration. But the first
heard horror stories
generation cable was replaced by a
about air dielectrics.
newly designed Fused II when it was
discovered that Fused Disc Iwas not
electrically stable at high temperatures.
Another area of concern with cable
play for this type of track record. First,
is water migration. However, water
proper factory-set installation procemigration is practically impossible with
dures must be followed. Second, proMC 2 cable. We have not found any
fessional people must be competently
water migration since MC 2 cable was
trained to follow these procedures.
installed. We were also concerned about
Third, this type of professionalism
the design of MC 2 cable due to the
must be continuous to maintain a welded seam instead of solid tube form
system in a like-new condition for the
design. But after thorough testing in
entire life of the system.
the field, no splits or water migration
The installation procedure of MC 2 have been discovered.
cable is very different from foam dielecSince rebuilding with this cable we
trics. When sleeves are put on the cable
have had no 360-degree cracks, radiait actually makes acontact noise which
tion leaks or suck-outs resulting from
tells you that the cable is butted up
extreme hot or cold weather conditions.
inside. Coring with plastic inlay elimiThe Liberal cable system has enjoyed
nates the problems encountered in
three years of trouble-free operation
foam type cables.
due to the use of MC 2 and proper
installation and maintenance of plant.
Another characteristic of MC 2 cable
Yes, we do have radiation, but tests
is the handling. This cable has been
show this problem comes from drops
rigorously bent back in excess of 49
and inadequate F-59 connectors. We
times without cracking. These back
have carefully monitored the system
bends were done on a 13-inch radius
drum in our own facilities. There were
every winter however, the phone never
rang with news of any outage.
no ripples or splits on the tested
A great deal has been learned about
sections of cable. However, asame size
cable throughout the years. Century
foam dielectric cable did not withstand
Communications has proof that thorsuch tests 20 percent of the time. Many
ough planning and testing of aproduct
times, during the formation of expansion loops, a crease results because of pays off.

A case study of Trilogy's
MC 2 coax
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TV EQUIPMENT MARKETPLACE
SPOTMATICTM
You Can't Buy a Better

"

Ad Insertion System
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This is the system everyone thinks of
when someone asks, "What is the most
widely used random access ad insertion
system?"
The fact is that there are more SPOTMATIC systems in
use today than any other type of ad insertion system. Ti-e
reasons are simple: high quality, proven reliability,
unparalleled factory s....pport, and an unmatched array of
features.
Completely modular for easy expansion as system
grows
Interfaces with opt onal Ad Manager",billing and traffic
software

711Iri

Access 15 cassettes to play
in any order

'7.1110

• Expandable to 32 channels
with 32 VCR's inserting ads
• Full random access or random pod operation
• Frontpanel keyboard or optional personal computer
control
• Complete turnkey packages available
• Quick delivery
• Broadcast quality vertical interval switching
• Automatic 'ogging with advertiser-sorted printout
• Automatic bypass of malfunctioning VCR
• Automatic qaturn to satellite in event of VCR or power
failure

Channelmatic, Inc., 821 Tavern Rd., Alpine, CA 92001. Or phone (800)231-1618 or (619)445-2691.
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Like two systems for the
price of one
A new concept in ad insertion allows low cost
fully random access ad playback with one
through four VCR's on one channel, two VCRs
on each of two channels, or four VCRs shared
between two charnels. Features full stereo
audio capability, preview bus, computer-adjusted
audio levels, user-friendly CRT terminal interface
for easy scheduling, advanced audio and video
switching circuitry, front panel status display, and
unlimited system expansion capability. Traffic
▪ and billing software available. Contact
▪ CHANNELMATIC, INC., 821 Tavern Rd., Alpine,
CA 92001 (800)231-1618 or (619)445-2691

‘a

FREE
1
II

CATALOG
Write for our brand new catalog of
television and cable system equipment
Everything from automatic ad insertion to
playback systems to audio and video
switching to signal processing and control.
Complete product line listing with photos,
block diagrams, and comprehensive descriptions and specifications. Enough detail
to spec out your own custom system. Catelog will become avaluable reference. And
it's yours just for the asking. Write, call, or
circle the bingo number. But do it soon.
Channelmatic, Inc. 821 Tavern Rd. Alpine, CA 92001
(800)231-1618 or (619)445-2691

mmum au

NETWORK SHARE
SWITCHER
• Inserts ads into four networks from one ad
source.

• Inserts ads one network at a time on a first
corne, first served basis.
• Four Digital DTMF cue tone decoders.
• Four preroll delay timers one for each
network
• Composit sync out put to facilitate vertical
interval switching.
• Cue tone decoder disable switches.
• Power fail relay bypass.
• Inputs and outputs fc rcontrolling ad
insertion devices.

e
NSS-4A NETWORK SHARE SWITCH ER
CHANNELMATIC, INC. 821 Tavern Rd. Alpme, CA 92601
(1300)231 -1618 or (619)445-2691

BROADCASTER ITM
PROGRAMMABLE
VIDEOCASSETTE
CHANGER

LIKE GETTING
YOUR MONEY FOR.
NOTHING AND YOUR
CHECKS FOR FREE
Make Money the Easy Way — Put either
SPOTMATICJR.T. or Llt MONEYMAKER ,.to
work for you now. They are the lowest-cost
tools you can use to automatically insert local
ads into cable TV programming. You have one
unit controlling one VCR to put ads on one
channel. Equipment overhead is very low.
Switching occurs during the vertical interval br
broadcast quality transitions. Once the system
is programmed by the operator, it operates
automatically.
The SPOTMATICJR. has abuilt-in printer for
verification records; however, both the LI'L
MONEYMAKER and SPOTMATICJR. inserters
connect easily to aLOGMATICT. logging and
verification system. With optional software, this
enables computerized data retrieval and
automated billing and report generation. Wile
now to see just how little it takes to get into
automatic ad insertion.
Channelmatic, Inc.
821 Tavern Rd., Alpine, CA 92001
(800)231-1618 or (619)445-2691

Reader Service Number 35

Uses one Sony VP5000 series 3/4" VCR
Easy to program, stores
up to a full week's
schedule
Highly reliable
mechanism uses no
belts, chains, gears
Suitable for broadcast,
cable, industrial,
educational, and
government
installations for any
multiple-tape playback
requirement
Channelrnatic Inc. 821 Tavern Rd, Alpine, CA 92001
'800)231-1613 or (619)445-2691

ARE YOU THROWING
MONEY AWAY?
Losing verification data is just the same as throwing
money away, and who in their right mind would do that.
Make sure when you run somebody's ad you get paid for
it. The LOGMATICTm and LCGMATIC JR:114 logging and
verification systems always get their data when used in a
system with SFOTMATIC JR. and LI'L MONEYMAKER
low-cost ad ins _wtion systems.

il

t.
LOGMA TIC

LOGMATIC JR.

The LOGMATIC contains a4000-event memory and
interfaces to an 80-column printer or to aPC for data retneval. The LOGMATIC JR. has abuilt-in 20-column printer and real-love clock. It prints the event record as the
event occurs. Both loggers feature automatic operation,
and they record insertions on four channels.
Call or write for more information. You don't have to
lose money fa unverified spots. Channelmatic, Inc. 821
Tavern Rd. Alpine, CA 92001. (800)231-1618 or
(619)445-269 -i.

Does the high cost of
monitor switchers have you
behind the eightball? Then
you need to

PUT AN
EIGHTBALLTm
UNDER YOUR
MONITOR8x1 Very Low
Cost Switcher

It is an integrated circuit-based monitor
switcher featuring broadcast quality stereo
audio and video switching. Lighted
momentary contact pushbuttons are fieldlegendable. Its cost is far less than any other
comparable unit on the market. Write or call
for information today.
CHANNE _MATIC. INC 821 Tavern Rd Alpine, CA 92001
18001231-1618 or (6191445-2691

in bandwidth. Uncompressed, HDTV
signals occupy 30 MHz of bandwidth
vs. today's 6-MHz channels. The MUSE
compression technique reduces the bandwidth necessary to just over 8MHz, but
even at that, two channels would have
to be used to transmit one HDTV
channel.
This can be accomplished in the
Historically, relations between telesame way that BTSC stereo is broadvision broadcasters and cable system
cast. By putting the essential informaoperators has been as icy as amountain
tion on one channel and the enhancelake in the winter. But as the cable
ment information on asecond channel,
industry has begun to move in on
HDTV would remain compatible with
broadcast's "turf" and address new
the huge installed base of NTSC receivchallenges like passing stereo broaders while those who choose to invest in
casts, accommodating for high definia new HDTV receiver will receive the
tion television and improving the educafull signal, said Skinner.
tion process for up and coming engiBut even if HDTV doesn't take off
neers, the two industries are slowly
right away, we'll still see improved
warming toward each other.
pictures via the newest NTSC TVs,
Clear evidence of that trend could
Skinner said. Scan converters are being
be found at an open forum featuring
used to reduce or eliminate artifacts,
broadcast and cable representatives in
frame comb color decoders eliminate
Denver recently. Organized by the
cross color and dot crawl, recursive
Rocky Mountain chapter of the Society
filters reduce noise and increased horiof Cable Television Engineers and
zontal color resolution is achieved
sponsored by several industry vendors,
through an LQ color demodulator.
the cordial dialogue centered around
Studio improvements are also being
topics of parallel interest to both indusmade. Progressive scan sources offer
tries, including stereo, HDTV and
525 lines per field, spot size is reduced
co-education.
and signals are being generated in a
Perhaps of most interest to the 65 or
digital form and held in that configura70 attendees was apresentation covering the latest HDTV developments, a tion longer before being converted to
subject discussed by Ken Skinner of analog.
Also, '
DM Piper of KCNC-TV led the
North American Philips. Skinner noted
group on a slide show tour of his
the push for HDTV's development is
station. The NBC affiliate has been
being applied by the Japanese elecbroadcasting asignificant portion of its
tronics manufacturers, who say they will
local origination programming in stereo
have HDTV receivers for sale by 1991.
since February 1985. For programming
But just what is HDTV? There is no
available only in mono, the station
worldwide production standard yet
synthesizes stereo with comb filters,
agreed upon, although the Japanese
Piper said. SAP is mostly "on the back
and U.S. manufacturers both recomburner for most people," he added.
mend the 1,125 line, 60-Hertz version
Of note was Piper's comment about
invented by the Japanese, said Skinreception and transmission of signals
ner. The Europeans prefer a1,250-line,
via Ku-band satellites. The Denver
50-Hertz standard. Although it's likely
station was the prototype of the Ku
that the two production standards will
system and in three years there has
co-exist, "there probably will never
only been two fades, both caused by
be aworldwide transmission standard"
hailstorms.
for HDTV, Skinner said.
During the panel discussion portion
In addition to improved resolution
via higher pixel density, the HDTV of the program, Frederick Baumgartner,
manager of technical operations at
standards call for fewer picture artiKWGN-TV in Denver, called for more
facts, digital hi-fi stereo sound, an
interaction and knowledge sharing betaspect ratio of 16-to-9 and improved
large screen display. However, all of ween broadcast and cable engineers.
He suggested that SCTE chapters have
those improvements force an increase

This ice is
beginning
to melt
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joint meetings in those cities where the
Society of Broadcast Engineers also has
a chapter, an idea advanced by Ron
Hranac of Jones Intercable. Hranac
said he would suggest that the SBE be
allowed to make apresentation during
this year's Cable-lbc Expo in San
Francisco. "I'd like to try to knock
down some of these barriers" that exist
between the cable and broadcast communities, said Baumgartner.
Um Elliot, director of research and
development at Tele-Communications
Inc., renewed his plea for more stringent A/B switch isolation standards.
Elliot reiterated a need for 90 dB of
isolation because, according to tests
done by TCI, the switches deteriorate
quickly through use.
The SCTE met major milestones
recently in terms of growth and technical training. With the formation of
five new meeting groups, there are now
a total of 40 chapters and meeting
groups in existence across the country.
The new groups include: the Southeast
Texas Meeting Group of Houston; the
North County Meeting Group of Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minn.; the Tennessee
Meeting Group of Nashville; the Four
States Meeting Group of Miami, Okla.;
and the Upstate New York Meeting
Group of Rochester, N.Y.
Additionally, eight former meeting
groups have been elevated to full
chapter status. These new chapters
are: the Cactus Chapter of Glendale,
Ariz.; the Caribbean Area Chapter of
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico; the Great Lakes
Chapter of Palatine, Ill.; the Greater
Chicago Chapter; the North Central
Texas Chapter of Dallas; the Razorback
Chapter of Jonesboro, Ark.; the Tip-0'Ibx Chapter of Harlingen; and the
West Texas Chapter of Big Spring,
Examinations covering the sixth and
final category of the SCTE's BCT/E
certification program were administered
during the Eastern Show. With this
final test on "Terminal Devices," the
program has now been completed. "It
is extremely gratifying to see this
program, which may be considered a
substitute for the FCC's discontinued
first class license examinations...finally
meet fruition," said SCTE Executive
Vice President Bill Riker.
—R oger Brown
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ie THE 1987
WESTERN
CABLE SHOW
For the National Cable Industry

DECEMBER 2, 3, & 4 ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA
• CTAM Swap Meet • SCTE Technical Sessions • 185 exhibitors
• 25 stimulating Breakout Sessions • Fabulous hospitality suites
• Gala Exhibit Hall cocktail pariy
• Join over 8000 cable industry leaders
ESTER
• Act Now! Deadline for Advance Registration isSH
November 13.1987. For registration and housing forms call:
The California Cable Television Association (415) 428-2225, extension 7
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Stereo encoders and decoders
Up until recently, people who watched
television were really only interested
in one thing getting a good picture.
Now, however, with the advent of
BTSC stereo, audio quality has begun
to take on new significance.
The Electronic Industries Association forecasts that 4.3 million TVs,
nearly one-fourth of all the color receivers sold in 1987, will be equipped with
built-in stereo compatibility. In fact,
stereo may be responsible for the record
pace of color TV sales. Of the 8.8
million sets sold in the first half of this
year, 1.6 million were stereo units.
Total sales are up 8 percent over the
first half of 1986, when sales hit a
record 18.1 million units annually.
Now that cable operators have the
freedom to price their product at levels
the market will bear, those operators
nonetheless often enhance their product to give subscribers added value for
each price increase. Now that many
have already instituted expanded channel lineups with the last increase,
many are looking at adding stereo
capability for the next one.
To deliver stereo signals over acable
system, stereo encoders are used to
convert locally generated and satellite
signals into the BTSC format. One
encoder is needed for each stereo channel. At the other end of the system, in
the subscriber's house, a stereocompatible TV or VCR is needed to
provide true stereo reproduction. For
those people who have monaural TVs
and VCRs, low-cost decoders, also called
adapters or sidecars, are available.
Listed below are the manufacturers
of stereo encoders and decoders:

Cabletenna's SR-234 decoder
Cabletenna
A major OEM for a variety of
products sold under the Unika moniker, Cabletenna has marketed its

products to the cable industry for the
past eight years. Two stereo decoders
are offered and two remote converters
with built-in stereo decoders are also
available.
Decoder models SR-234 and SD-20
offer true Hi-Q multiplex stereo. They
also feature direct access via cable
converter channels 3 or 4 or the
VCR/TV MPX output; stereo left and
right audio outputs; automatic stereo
or SAP operation; automatic simulated
stereo capability; and a Hi-Q video
output for acolor TV monitor. An LED
indicator shows when stereo programming is being received and a spatial
button on the front of the units increases audio clarity.
Converter models STV-140 and MR702 can tune 140 and 72 channels,
respectively. Each offers a built-in
stereo decoder and a wireless remote
control. For details circle Reader Service number 87.

than ±1.0 dB from 50 Hz to 13 kHz and
no more than -4.0 dB at 15 kHz. Main
channel distortion is less than 0.5
percent from 50 Hz to 15 kHz. Separation is greater than 30 dB from 100 Hz
to 8 kHz, declining to better than 20
dB at 14 kHz and better than 26 dB at
50 Hz. For details, circle Reader Service number 88.
CONVERTER a UNE EQUIPMENT REPAIR
CONSUMER ELECTRONIC
BROKERAGE SERVICE

CABLE BUSINESS
ASSOCIATES, I
NC.
MIKE HARTNETT
VICE-PRESIDENT SALES
5640 Northwest Highway
Chicago, IL 60646
312-792-01n
2446 Palm Drive
Signal Hill, CA 90806
213-424-9253
SERVING THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

Chicago Trade Corp.

Catel's VS-2000 stereo generator
Cote'
Catel's TVS-2000 stereo generator
generates BTSC stereo from baseband
left and right audio. The audio is
properly matrixed, encoded and modulated for true stereo transmission
with full monaural capability. Primary
signal requirements are a video loop
through and left and right audio signals. It is available with either a
baseband composite output for direct
input to astereo compatible modulator
or a 4.5 MHz modulated output for
application to either amodulator equipped with an aural separator or for
transportation applications.
The front panel contains dual left
and right channel LED modulation
meters, and input and output level
controls. Status indicators include power
on, sync lock, and mono operation.
Frequency response is listed as greater
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The Chicago li-ade Corp. develops
and markets decoders, models MTS8610 and MTS-8700. Cable Business
Associates services the decoders with
more than 1,000 authorized repair
facilities across the country, providing
both warranty and repair work. The
decoders, distributed by Burnup and
Sims, are an amplified model (MTS8610) and anon-amplified model (MTS8700). The amplified model offers dbx
noise reduction circuitry; SAP; auxiliary and MPX jacks; an external speaker
terminal and astereo headphone jack.
Controls on the front of the unit include
balance, bass and treble, power and
volume. Frequency response (3 dB) is
listed at 25 to 20,000 Hz; stereo distortion (1 uV RF input at 1 kHz) is 0.8
percent and separation is 30 dB.
The non-amplified version also features dbx decoding; SAP; MPX; an MPX
adjust control; and audio output (L/R).
Just five pushbuttons, including power,
appear on the front of the 8700 unit,
which also offers the same frequency
response, distortion and separation specs
as the amplified model. For details
circle Reader Service number 86.

"The 'universal' remote unit was taken one step further by Universal

emote Systems."

Conantini •ations Engineenng and Design

The Universal Difference.
The difference in universal remote control units is
UNiWAND. The state of the art, user friendly, programmable hand controller. The UNiWAND
eliminates remote clutter, simplifies subscriber
operation and will never become obsolete.
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The UNIWAND e •.les the subscriber to control any •
uct including CATV •• verters, pay per view services, all
VCR, all CD players and all TV's manufactured with IR
remote capability.
UNiWAND can control up to eight
completely different devices at one time!
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Latest Technology

The UNiWAND is
recent state of the art
ing surface mount
updated continuous
by the manufacture
most special 1
color and tint contro
sumer electronic p

manufactured under the most
ufacturing techniques includtechnology. The database is
as new codes are implemented
It has the capability to control
such as split screens, remote
available on the latest con-
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Never Obso ete

The UNiWAND is he simplest and most
cost-effective rep
mmable universal
remote. This unit is rogrammed via an
IBM PC cr campal
computer to inchide •
any future advance
nts in technology If
a subscriber
purchase an entertairunent product t was not available
at the time he/she received the UNIWAND remote, the controller can be
updated at the cab offbe or any one
of the 820 CBA
rvice centers
natbnwide. This f
will insure
that the UNiWA D will never
beccrne obsolete
product lines
change.
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MacroKeys

One button macro
keys allow multiple
functions to be stored
ançl imriemented by
pressing a single
keystroke. This feature
allows the subscriber to
access a chain of command for
frequently repeated functions.

Consumer Friendly

The UNiWAND is a quick learner! Its
extended database eliminates the need
for extensive and time consuming
learning modes. By pressing rip more than
4pushbuttons, the UNiWAND searches
and locks into the proper code of the
•eto be controlled within seconds.
The color coded keys are easy to read
easy to use. The subscriber can
the UNiWAND by learning lust a
few simple steps.

The UNIWAND is a truly different
universal remote. This very affordable unit
will soon become the standard for the industry
To get all the facts about UNiWAND call
toll-free 1-800-422-2567 or
(303) 694-6789 today!

The RS 232 port built into
the back of the UNiWAND
enables its updated data
library to control the
latest products
available!

UNiVERSAL REMOTE
SYS7MS, INC.
Also available

m Burnup & Sims, (303) 694-6446
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General Instrument's Jerrold
division offers the Commander
MTS stereo encoder for use in
any headend.

CA
STEREO PRODUCTS
for
CABLE TELEVISION

3677 South Man Street.
Santa Ana. Californla 92707

sponse is listed as ±1.5 dB at 12 kHz;
-3 dB at 15 kHz. Distortion is 0.5
percent typical. Separation is 26 dB
typical when used with GL-2610 modulators. Ibne calibration is switchable
on/off; mono audio input and oreemphasis is added when in operation
in the mono mode; stereo bypass control
through barrier strip terminal block
from VideoCipher normal open contacts puts it in the stereo mode while
the closed connection puts it in the
mono mode. For details circle Reader
Service number 90.

Phone 714/979-3355

FM Systems
The FMT633 stereo multiplexer and
modulator accepts stereo or mono signals from audio baseband or demodulated subcarrier sources and converts
them to 4.5 MHz or 41.25 MHz outputs.
A built-in stereo synthesizer converts
mono TV audio to synthesized stereo.
Dynamic Noise Reduction is also built
in and provides up to 14 dB improvement in audio signal-to-noise ratio. The
FMT633S can transmit SAP when connected to the FMT631SAP modulator.
Up to three modulators can be placed in
a single PMS600 mainframe, which
allows operators to offer three stereo
channels in the same rack space that
others take with one channel. For details circle Reader Service number 89.

¡SS ENGINEERING INC.
CATV Products
434 WESTCHESTER DR.
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35215
(800) 351-4477
(205) 853-6919
TELEX 383524

Jerrold's Commander MTS encoder
Jerrold
General Instrument's Jerrold division offers the Commander MTS stereo
encoder for use in any headend. The
Commander will encode both stereo
and SAP into BTSC sound for delivery
to subscribers. The unit features 4.5
MHz and 41.25 MHz outputs for maximum flexibility and SAP for bilingual
transmission. A unique feature is the
unit's automatic non-clipping overmodulation protection. It provides front
panel access to all audio input level
controls and includes bar graph indicators on the front for left, right and SAP
channels that show true peak deviation
metering of incoming audio signals.
Frequency response for left and right
(50 Hz to 14.5 kHz) is ±1dB. Separation is greater than 26 dB from Hz to
100 Hz; better than 30 dB from 100 Hz
to 8kHz; and greater than 26 dB from
8 kHz to 14.5 kHz. For more details,
circle Reader Service number 91.

John Coiro

Vice President
Sales

ISS Engineering
The Model GL-2020 is a stereo
encoder utilizing the dbx noise reduction system that offers 4.5 MHz and
41.25 MHz outputs. Frequency re-

Learning's MTS-2B generator
Learning Industries
Learning's
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MTS-2B

and

MTS-2A

stereo generators encode satellite or
local programming into the BTSC
format using dbx companding. A true
automatic gain control is built-in to
reduce the audio level adjustment routine from the technician's schedule.
There are two pairs of left and right
inputs (A and B; adjustable from the
front panel) which may be selected by
local or remote control. The built-in
stereo synthesizer may be used with
mono services or local ad insertion. A
Bessel-null test tone generator is included to help set the deviation more
precisely. Both 4.5 MHz and composite
baseband outputs are provided with
41.25 MHz provided as an alternative
to 4.5 MHz.
Frequency response is typically flat
to 15 kHz. The MTS-2 also now offers
a choice of L/R LED (MTS-2B) or
VU-type (MTS-2A) metering. Overall
frequency response is 20 Hz to 14.5 kHz
±0.5 dB. Distortion is 0.5 percent
maximum and separation is greater
than 26 dB. Front panel controls include input levels; A/B input switch
with remote position; AGC on/off with
remote position; stereo/mono/test switch;
video-audio sync phase; and 4.5 MHz
carrier level. For details circle Reader
Service number 92.

Nexus SG-1/TV stereo generator
Nexus Engineering
The Nexus SG-1/TV BTSC stereo
generator provides video baseband and
a 4.5 MHz stereo audio subcarrier
output. Front panel indicators monitor
either input audio levels or the output
matrix levels, allowing accurate field
set-up without costly measuring equipment. Other features include a sound
notch on the video loop-through to
eliminate interference; front panel LED
indicators for power and H-sync lock;
dual 10-segment LED audio level indicators; and switch selectable matrix/
discrete input level monitoring.
Frequency response for the SG-1/TV
is listed as 50 Hz to 14 kHz ±2 dB.
Distortion is less than 0.5 percent
maximum at 1kHz and separation is

The Sound Of Your Future.
It's Hear Today!!
The Learning MTS-2B BTSC Stereo Generator
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Simply The Best Value In Stereo TV Audio
More Standard Features!
• Typical frequency response flat out to 15 KHz
• True Automatic Gain Control (AGC) eliminates routine
level adjustments
• Stereo synthesizer for ad insertion or mono services
• Your choice of VU-type or LED metering
• Bessel-null tes:-tone for simple, accurate installation
• Baseband & 4.5 MHz outputs standard (41.25 MHz
available)
• Typical stereo separation greater than 30 dB
• Compact, rack-mount design—Just 1.75 inches high
• dbx° licensed companding (true BTSC format)

Learning: Cable Audio Specialists Since 1970.
Eighteen years of revolutionary advances, technological
innovations, and superior craftsmanship have made
Learning the most respected name in cable audio.

Representing nearly two decades of research,development,and hands-on practical experience,the Learning
MTS-2B embodies our traditional dedication to
electronic excellence.

Dollar for Dollar, Your Best Buy!
Compare our sound performance, features, and price.
We think you'll agree. Nothing else comes close.
For The Sound of the Futune—Call (714) 979-4511 Today!

-{ _-_ - MIM•

-

LEAMINI3 INDUSTRIES

180 McCorinick Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Also Available Through Major Cable Distributors
dine is aregistered trademark of dbx.
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Recoton markets its family of
stereo TV decoders under the
name FRED and offers three
different units.

greater than 30 dB from 100 Hz to 8
kHz; better than 26 dB from 50 Hz to
100 Hz; and greater than 20 dB from 8
kHz to 14 kHz. For details circle Reader
Service number 93.

stereo system. A built-in 12 watt amp
with separate volume, balance, bass
and treble controls is included. For
details circle Reader Service number
94.

CHARLES EISSLER
VICE PRESIDENT, SALES
CABLE PRODUCT DIVISION
(312) 699-2110
TELEX NO. 25-4396
TWX. 910-233-2390

Scientific-Atlanta
Recoton Corporation
48-23 Crane Street
Long Island City, New York 11101
(718) 392-6442
1-800-223-6009
Fax: (718) 784-1080
TELEX 236047 RCTN UR
CABLE: RECOTON NEW YORK

RECEITEINF
Paul Perez,

Deector of Marketing

Recoton
Recoton markets its family of stereo
TV decoders under the name FRED (for
Friendly Recoton Entertainment Decoder) and offers three different units.
FRED I/V622 is designed for use with
self-powered speakers or ahome stereo
system and features dbx and DNR
noise reduction. A stereo probe (antenna) is attached to the TV or VCR
and receives the signals the TV radiates as it processes abroadcast through
its IF circuitry and sends it to the box
to decode the stereo channels. Other
features include aspatial expander and
automatic stereo synthesizer. Dual
stereo audio line outputs permit
playback through astereo system while
recording on astereo VCR.

FRED IIIIV624 decoder
FRED II/V623 adds instant hookup
capabilities to channel 3/4 cable converters and SAP capabilities. And
FRED III/V624 is an amplified version
of the decoder, allowing a viewer to
enjoy stereo audio without a separate

The Model 6380 stereo encoder utilizes dbx noise reduction. All major
controls and indicators are located on
the front panel (including power, video
lock, sum peak, SAP carrier, alternate
SAP, calibration tone, alternate mono
and alternate mono overdeviation).
Factory preset levels for subcarrier
modulation eliminates field set-up
errors. A built-in calibration test tone
allows simple set-up of the deviation
of the TV modulator. Options include
SAP channel, dual audio demodulator,
and a4.5 MHz subcarrier modulator.
Frequency response of the left or
right channel is -± 1.0 dB from 50 Hz
to 14 kHz; distortion is less than 0.5
percent and separation is greater than
26 dB minimum. For details circle
Reader Service number 95.

ZENITH ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
699 WHEELING ROAD
CI MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056

Zenith
Zenith's Model ST-SD sidecar decodes MTS TV stereo and SAP. The unit
has two audio outputs, a line level for
connection to aVCR or external stereo
components and internally amplified
for use with speakers. It accepts input
from RF converter channel output (channel 2or 3) or 4.5 MHz intercarrier. The
output volume can be controlled via a
Zenith remote transmitter.
Frequency response is listed as 20
Hz to 13 kHz (+1-3 dB). LED indicators show power on, stereo and SAP
signal presence. For details, circle
Reader Service number 97.

In the September issue of CED, the
Product Profile of plain vanilla converters inadvertently overlookei Cabletenna, an OEM of Unika converters.
Wegener's 1602-95 encoder
Cabletenna offers a full line of plain
Wegener Communications
converters, including the following:
The SC-60R has 60-channel capability, a 15-button wireless remote unit
The heart of Wegener's system is the
(including fine tuning and power on/
Model 1791-02 stereo modulator. It is
off), synthesized tuning and a large
a two-card set which plugs into any
LED display.
Wegener mainframe. The 1601-56 BTSC
The VC-68 offers 68-channel capabilencoder system incorporates up to four
ity, full remote control including volume
stereo encoders in asingle mainframe
and channel selection, parental conwhile the 1602-95 encoder is a lowtrol, favorite channel memory and
profile single unit configuration. Both
microprocessor controlled PLL tuning.
feature balanced, terminal strip inputs
The MR-702 offers 72-channel tuning
with 4.5 MHz subcarrier, composite
ability, while the VC-140 can tune 140
video and audio baseband outputs.
channels and has remote volume conFrequency response is listed as ±0.5
trol, parental lock-out and channel
dB from 50 Hz to 14 kHz. Distortion is
selection. The top of the line is repreless than 1.0 percent and separation is
sented by the STV-140 which is a
greater than 26 dB from 50 Hz to 100
Hz; better than 30 dB from 100 Hz to 8 remote converter with abuilt-in stereo
decoder. For details, circle Reader SerkHz; and more than 26 dB from 8kHz
vice number 98.
to 14 kHz. For details circle Reader
—Roger Brown
Service number 96.
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CATV
services marketplace
Harold Bighorn

Beta Tech Engineering

President

Equipment Repairs
4112 N. 27th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85017
(602) 266-9389

MDS
CATV

Coble Construction, Inc.

MATV
METERS

Complete CATV Construction

P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561

(904) 932-6869
Reader Service Number 38

HEADEND
CONVERTERS

James A. Monroe
President

TEST EQUIPMENT

Reader Service Number 42

CABLE COMM.
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
elp
i
e je
l
geS
--€C-CABLE

—Aerial & Undeground
—Full Service Bench Repair
—System Sweep & Analysis

COMM CON5T.4E0—

%MuU

ne

Cable Comm. Construction, Inc.
P.O. Box 1009
Hartwell, GA 30643-1009
(404) 376-5259
1-800-342-4103

Reader Service Number 39

PLANNING
STRAND MAPPING
SYSTEM DESIGN
MAKE-READY
OVERHEAD/UNDERGROL ND

LAN Division

CABLING INSTALLATION SERVICES
• industrial

• broadband

• commercial

• ethernet

• nationwide

LARRY BROWN

1-800-848-3998

1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd. •Columbus, Ohio 43229
614-895-1313 • 1-800-848-3998
Reader Service Number 43

CABLE
CONSTRUCTORS
INC. IRON MOUNTAIN, MICHIGAN
•
•
•
•
•

NaCom

•TESTING
•TURNKEY HEADEND
•MATERIAL SUPPORT
•FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
•MICROWAVE/ITFS SYSTEM
PLANNING

If you are seeking a single source with the experience and resources to build a top
caliber cable system accurately and on schedule Contact' Cable Constructors, Inc..
105 Kent St.. P.O. Box 190, Iron Mountain, MI. 49801. telephone (906)774-6621.

Reader Service Number 40

CableDex Cards

Onnsron of Kodde Automated Systems, I

KIDOE

Donalld W. Babbitt
Sales Support Manager

Ridgefield, Conn. 06877-6297

Jumper Cables
Custom connectors and cables for all) aspects of CATV.
Gilbert AHS
All types of cable from
Magnavox
Belden
Pyramid F59-81
Times
LAC and others
Comm Scope
Quick delivery on all colors with lengths from 6" to 15'
Write or call: (602) 726-4908
P.O. Box 4907-3780 So. 4th Ave., #go, Yuma, AZ 85364
Reader Service Number 44

COMPUTROL

15 Ethan Allen Highway

White _randl

203-544-9371

A business card index
for the cable industry
List your company name and sales people in
CableVision and CED. Card size is 3-5/8" x2-1/4"
Call Judy Medley at (303) 860-0111
for more information.
600 Grant St., Suite 600
Denver, Colorado 80203

Reader Service Number 41
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PPV systems,
decoders among
product roll-outs
Scientific-Atlanta finally took the
wraps off its long-promised integrated
pay-per-view system during the Eastern Cable Show. Slated for first delivery in December, the Model 8585
set-top converter/descrambler integrates
the PPV circuitry within the terminal,
making it unnecessary to attach a
sidecar unit. Besides the aesthetics,
S-A officials tout the added security
that the integrated circuit provides.
Operators can pre-determine the cost
of programs, the amount of free preview time permitted and the number
of channels offered. For details circle
Reader Service number 99.
Zenith Electronics introduced its
first integrated receiver/decoders for
TVRO use. Both systems, Model ZS5000 and stereo Model ZS-6000, contain a built-in VideoCipher II and
electronic antenna positioners. Both
are about the size of aVHS VCR. Both
units are compatible with Zenith's
Space Command remote control, feature on-screen displays and can receive
up to 24 C-band channels and up to 32
Ku-band channels from up to 36 satellites. For details circle Reader Service
number 100.
The first of a new line of IRDs
carrying the C. Itoh brand was introduced by DX Communications at the
SBCA Show. The new remote control
Citation 900, with built-in VCII, features an internal east/west antenna
positioner. Antenna position is shown
on adisplay which also shows channel,
Ku-band frequency and C-band finetuning frequency. The unit permits
scanning of 24 fixed C-band channels
and up to 40 Ku-band and V/1-I programmable channels. For details circle
Reader Service number 101.
Texscan MSI Corp. has introduced
its new ComSerter 192 commercial
inserter. The SCR-192 incorporates all
the features of ComSerter 92 and adds
full stereo VCR compatibilities, CMOS
non-volatile memory and simplified
tape marking. An auxiliary source
input and preview-before-air features

have also been added.
Additionally, the company has completed afully integrated software package for the commercial insertion product line. ComSert 2000 series incorporates full traffic and billing software
and accommodates both the singlesystem operator and the large multisystem network. Finally, Texscan introduced a new product line for economical cross-channel and tune-in promotion insertion into local avails. The
XCP automatically inserts promos on
up to four channels with just one tape
deck. Network breaks are played firstcome, first-served and promo spots run
sequentially. For more details circle
Reader Service number 102.
Dickel Communications has intro'd
its CMS-1 character generator. A powerful modified Radio Shack computer
with 64K memory, the system features
60 pages, four character sizes, 12 color
options, variable page sequence, variable dwell time, crawl lines, splash
lines, battery back-up, remote communications and more. For more details,
circle Reader Service number 103.
Pilot versions of Electronic Publishers' cable classified ad system, The
AdMaker (formerly released as CableShow 2000), debuted at the Eastern
Cable Show. The digital photography
based system allows test editing at any
time, full tracking of ads, production
of billing documents, ad verification
and management reports on demand.
For more details circle Reader Service
number 104.
Pico Macom announced the. Model
MPA-25 mast mounted preamplifier
that enhances antenna performance,
broadcast signal strength and television picture quality. Out-of-band interference filtering prevents picture degradation caused by reception of adjacent
RF transmissions. Switchable FM traps
prevent FM interference, too. The unit
has been designed for home antennas,
particularly those in fringe areas. For
more details circle Reader Service
number 105.
The Miralite 3.7-meter antenna from
International Communications Associates is capable of multi-satellite reception with the Multisat retrofit and
C-and Ku-band reception with the
Multiband feed system. The unit has
patterns on file with the FCC for
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transmission at Ku-band. For more
details circle Reader Service number 106.
An advanced digital time base corrector from FOR-A Corp. of America
handles any analog component, Y/C
dub or composite signal and provides
full transcoding interface capabilities,
including encoding and decoding. The
FA-450 NTSC model offers full-frame
TBC performance and is compatible
with a range of studio equipment. It
features full-frame correction, color
picture freeze, dropout compensation
and dynamic tracking.
Also, the TCR-3300 timecode reader
offers auto or manual selection of
longitudinal timecode and vertical interval timecode from still to 110 times
normal speed. For details about either
product, circle Reader Service number
107.
Pico Products introduced a complete C/Ku system and accessories at
the SBCA Show. The new Dual TEN
C/Ku 10-foot mesh antenna features
18 rib supports. It has a C-band gain
of 40.7 dB and Ku-band gain of 46.5
dB. Efficiency is 70 percent and 32.2
percent, respectively. Also, a compact
2.0 dB Ku-band LNB and 400 MHz to
1500 MHz electronic A/B switch were
unveiled. For details, circle Reader
Service number 108.
A new field strength meter and RF
distribution system analyzer was introduced by Sencore Electronics. The
portable FS74 Channelizer Sr. has
one-touch frequency offset. It also allows
analysis of the audio/video ratio, onchannel auto signal-to-noise ratio testing, hum level testing, signal quality
check and a host of others. For more
details circle Reader Service number 109.
Two new members have been elected
to the board of directors of C-Cor
Electronics. Drs. Jack Strange and
James Tietjen will fill vacancies created over the past year. Strange is
director of DuPont's Electronic Materials Group; Tietjen is president and
COO of the David Sarnoff Research
Center (formerly RCA Laboratories).
Marcia Larson has joined Warren
& Morris as a national accounts manager. She was previously regional sales
manager at CableVision magazine.
—R oger Brown
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Another key factor influencing
the decision to use the system
was its ability to grow and
expand.

Another key factor influencing the
decision to use the system was its
ability to grow and expand. Additional
channels and tape machines may be
brought on-line by adding computer
cards to the machine control unit. If a
large number of channels is required,
several systems may be networked
together to achieve that goal.
Additional headends may be linked
to the interconnect by simply entering
them into the central billing database.
As these headends receive their schedule, the local control equipment switches
back and forth between program and
commercial.
Bringing the new equipment into a
cable headend is a relatively painless
operation. The system is fully rackmounted. A technician arrives on location and sets cables for the machines and
switcher. By using the self diagnostics, the equipmentis brought through
afinal check-out procedure. That activity is followed by acomprehensive train-

Continued from page 50
reads its directory. Hence, it knows the
exact "in" and "out" points for each
spot. The operator is informed well
before airtime if the wrong tape has
been placed in the machine. This
feature alone has virtually eliminated
amajor source of control room error.
Embedded in the standard software
package is an extensive series of self
test diagnostic features. Each component of the system can be interrogated
via a functional test from the cornputer's keyboard. The tests check cornputer memory, storage, time clock and
communications ports. In addition, they
can exercise all tape machine functions
and isolate any faults in an organized
and efficient manner. Using the diagnostic software has streamlined our
troubleshooting procedures and introduced an element of logic and rigor to
what often turns out to be ahit-or-miss
procedure.

ing program for the operators.
Automating a cable interconnect is
a serious undertaking. 'Ib do so requires a well-planned approach supported by technology which is dedicated to the cable and broadcast fields.
The key to taking advantage of the
burgeoning interest in advertising on
cable TV is providing aquality service
to the advertising clients and the cable
companies themselves. Allowing advertisers to choose exact times and programming for their orders as well as
the ability to select individual headends provides the flexibility needed
to support the ad sales staff.
A broadcast-quality product with
simple master control room functions
and automatic data transfer brings
cohesion to the daily traffic and scheduling process. When all of this is tied
together with acable oriented accounting system, we finally have the product
we need to maintain our leadership in
the cable advertising world. •
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Plan your future rebuilds with
T4+, the fourth generation trunk
and feeder cable de5igned to be
ahead of its time. Detensive research
by Times Fiber Communications
led to the development of this
triple bonded, gas injected foam
core cable; acable, which outperforms and outlasts all competitive
products.
What makes T4+ such ahigh
achiever? In aword—bonding.
Times Fiber's proprietary adhesive
continuously bonds the center conductor to the dielectric foam core,
which in turn is bonded to the
aluminum sheath and the sheath
to the jacket. This heat activated
adhesive is formulated to restrict
movement, while facilitating
coring. With all cakle components

secured together, T4+ acts as a
single system. Simply, all parts of
the cable expand and contract
equally over temperature extremes.
Pull-outs are now just abad memory.
T4+ also features afull wall seamless construction. The aluminum
sheath is continuously extruded,
not welded or fused, eliminating
the possibility of pinholes and wall
thickness irregularities. This con-

struction provides increased protection against moisture ingress and
signal leakage, which improves
reliability and extends life.
Due to Times Fiber's exclusive
bonding process, T4+ exhibits a
smaller bend radius and its handling is improved. No special tools
or training is required and T4+ uses
standard connectors. It goes up
easier, expedites construction and
therefore lowers your rebuild costs.
T4+ combines economic and
time saving benefits with increased
bandwidth capability to truly place
you arebuild ahead.

lr

FC TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS,
an
INC

company
358 Hall Ave. • 0 BOx 384 •Wallingford. CT 06492
T4+ requires no special coring tools.

TFC ...Where technology meets the bottom line.
Reader Service Number 47

Let MIMI deliver REqd
for your next rebuild!

REGAL is the quality name in distribution passives. When planning your next
rebuild remember that only Anixter stocks acomplete line of Regal taps,
splitters and matching transformers.
• 500 & 600 MHz bandwidths available
• "F" ports are machined brass
•TAP Housings are 360 aluminum alloy
• "F" ports are compatible with EZF connector
• Full use of P.C. boards insures consistency

• Brass "F" ports are cadmium rated to minimize corrosion
• Threads machined to insure perfect "F" conn. fit
• TAPS have epoxy coating to protect against elements
e

RFI shielding (110 db typical) for 2, 3, & 4-way horz. splitters.

allitlEto
WIRING SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS
VOICE/VIDEO/DATA/POWER

Call our toll-free HOTLINE

1-800-323-0436

A

uxiEt

DEPT. REGAL
4711 Golf Rd., Skokie, IL 60076

Please send me more information on Regal taps, splitters
and matching transformers.
NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

or call your nearest Anixter
Stocking Location for details.

CITY

In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5P.M. call toll-free 1(800) 323-8167.
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER BROS., INC., 4711 Golf Road. Skokie, IL 60076. (312) 677-2600

TELEPHONE

1987 ANIXTER BROS., INC.
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